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CHARED REMAINS — A fire Wednesday night in this trailer claimed the
life of eight-year-old Robert Clay Swift of Kirksey. Don and Kay Swift.,
-41
parents of the deceased and owners of the trailer, were unable to get the
boy out but were able to rescue their other son, Randy, 7.
Staff Photo tn, Matt Sanders
Court Order Stymies Takeover
Of Tobacco Association Office
The planned takeover of the Western
Dark Fired Tobacco Association's
offices here by a group of member-
growers of the association was th-
warted Wednesday by a court order.
The group of about 45 grower-
members of the association, which
claims it has taken over the association
by voting to unseat nine of the 11
directors of the association, decided at
a meeting in Mayfield Tuesday night to
attempt to oust Holmes Ellis, general
manager of the association for 22 years,
from his position.
The members of the group at-
tempting the takeover met in Mayfield
February 21 of this year and voted to
remove the present officers of the
association with the exception of those
from districts eight and nine which
were not represented at the meeting.
The following day Ellis, who the
group agreed to retain as general
manager if he "cooperated" with the
new officers, termed their action
"illegal" and not in accordance with
the association's bylaws. Ellis and
association attorney Wm. Donald
Overbey met with the contingent on
Feb. 22 and explained their position on
the matter.
Ellis and Overbey have both main-
tained since that time that the action
take by the group was invalid and that
the original directors and officers of the
association are still legally in office.
James Wilson, a tobacco grower from
Fancy Farm in Graves County, acted
as spokesman for the unhappy grower-
members of the association during
Wednesday'S confrontation. Wilson was
named president of the association
replacing Leonard Grief of Paducah by
the group at its meeting in February.
"I am the newly elected president,"
Wilson told Ellis Wednesday,". . .we
are legally coming over her to take over
the building."
Ellis then asked Wilson if he "had a
court order" and Wilson replied: "We
do not need one."
Ellis told Wilson that he would not
leave voluntarily and someone in the
crowd shouted "fire him and let's get on
with it."
"I have advised hirn (Ellis) and I will
tell you grower members that he can
only be removed from office by the
presently constituted board of direc-
tors," Overbey said to the dissatisfied
growers.
After several minutes of discussion,
Overbey asked Ellis if he wanted him to
proceed in seeking a court injunction
and Ellis said "yes." Overbey then left
the building and went to the Calloway
County Courthouse where Circuit Judge
James M. Lassiter issued the
restraining order.
Meanwhile, the discussion between
the growers dissatisfied over this
year's tobacco prices, Ellis, and other
board members continued.
"Nothing you have done is legal,"
Greif told the group. "I am still
president until August," he said.
"You will be removed before
August," Wilson replied.
Ellis attempted to explain the reason
for the low tobacco prices this year
saying the "producers over-produced."
"We are using 37 million to 38 million
pounds of fire-cured (tobacco) an-
nually," Ellis said, "and you produced
50 million pounds this year."
Wendel Edwards of Clarksville,
Tenn., a member of the Eastern Dark
Fired Tobacco Growers Association
maintained that the meeting held by the
Western Association member growers
recently was legal and that "those
elected at that meeting are now the
directors of the association."
TAKEOVER PREVENTED.-- A court order delivered by Calloway County Sheriff Max Morris (second from left)
halted the attempted takeover of the Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association offices here yesterday i”
dissatisfied members of the group. Morris is discussing the action with lames Wilson, right, who was elected
president of the group at a meeting in Mayfield recently. At left is Eugene Riley and looking on is Murray Polick,
Captain Martin Welk
Staff Photo S Gene MK utch,,,
Ellis told the group that he plans to
continue as general manager until the
board of directors fires him or make
the choice (to retire)."
, When asked by a member of the
group why he wants to stay "when you
know you're not wanted?" Ellis replied,
"I have a lot of support . . at the
present time I believe I have the sup-
port of 80 percent of the members (of
the association).
Ellis, in an interview outside the
offices Wednesday. estimated that
presently there are 3,000 to 4,000
members of the association in West
Kentucky and West Tennessee who are
actively growing tobacco at this time.
Wilson, asked the same question.
estimated the figure to be around 1,500.
Wilson said Tuesday's meeting in
Mayfield was attended by about 75
grower-members.
The restraining order was read to the
group by Calloway County Sheriff Max
Morris and about an hour later, the
group dispersed from the premises.
Wilson said the group plans to hire
legal counsel of its own and he expects
they will seek a counter-restraining
order that will, if granted. prohibit Ellis
and the other board members from
using the headquarters building.
The net effect of such action, ac-
cording to sources, would be that the
building would be padlocked until the
court determines which group legally is
in control of the association.
Wilson could not be reached this
morning but according to a spokesman,
he and members of his group are
scheduled to meet with an attorney this
afternoon to plan their next move.
Earlier reports that the group had
retained local attorney Gary Haver-
stock to represent them were incorrect.
The dark-fired markets in both the
Western and Eastern districts have
been in turmoil since sales were sup-
posed to begin in January. Sales did not
start in Hopkinsville. the Kentucky
market for the eastern district crop,






Hospital Board will hear a report on the
hospital construction from Stuart
Poston, hospital administrator, and will
consider the annual budget at its
regular monthly meeting tonight.
The meeting will be at 7:15 p.m. in the
hospital board room. Meetings are open
to the public.
An eight-year-old Kirksey boy was
killed in a fire which destroyed the
trailer home of his parents and injured
three other members of his family
Wednesday night.
Robert Clay Swift, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Don Swift, was pronounced dead
at the scene on Kirksey Highway 299 at
10:15 p.m. by Calloway County, Coroner
Tommy Walker. The death was
,probably the result of smoke inhalation,
according -to 'Walker.
When the Calloway County Fire-
Rescue Squad answered the call at 9:48
p.m.. the trailer had already burned to
the ground.
The fire apparently started in the
middle of the trailer. The parents broke
the window out of their bedroom,
located at one end of the trailer, and
tried to reach their two sons in their
bedrooms at the other end. They were
successful in rescuing seven-year-old
Randy.
Kay Swift, the boy's mother, is listed
in fair to poor condition today in the
intensive care unit at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. She has
lacerations to the left calf and smoke
inhalation. Swift is in satisfactory
condition where he is being treated for
smoke inhalation. The other son,
Randy, was treated and released.
The cause of the fire has not yet been
determined.
Robert Clay Swift, born Oct. 23, 1970.
was a student at North Elementary
School. In addition to his parents,
Donald Clay and Kay Tucker Swift, and
brother, he is survived by his grand-
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Headley A. Swift
of Kirksey and Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
Tucker.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
has charge of the arrangements which
will be announced later.
Annual Spring Clean-Up
To Begin March19 In City
The annual citywide spring clean-up
and beautification will begin March 19,
according to Ray Clark, city street
superintendent.
Clark has divided the city into five
sections, and two days will be allowed
for each section's collection as shown in
the map on page 12.
Sections of town to be covered on
March 19-20 is Industrial Road to 12th
Street and from Main Street to the
north city limits; March 21-22, North
12th Street to North 20th Street and
from Main Street north to the city
limits; March' 23 and 26, Railroad
Avenue to South 12th Street and from
Main to Glendale Road; March 27-28,
South 12th Street to South 16th Street
and from Main to the south city limits;
and March 29-30, South 16th Street to
west city limits and from Main to the
south city limits.
All tree and shrub trimmings should
be stacked in neat piles no more than
six feet long and six inches in diameter,
Clark said. Leaves, grass, weeds and
small trimmings must be placed in
plastic bags in order to be picked up.
Clark emphasized that this is a one-
time free pickup and that it will not be
necessary to call for service. Those
having further questions or desiring
additional information may call the
street department at 753-3790.
Fiscal Court Amends
Annual Budget Wednesday
The Calloway County Fiscal Court
held its regular meeting at 1 p.m.
yesterday in the office of Robert 0.
,Miller, county judge-executive.
The annual budget for the fiscal year
1978-79 was amended to incude the
following unbudgeted receipts, CETA
Projects, $88,372.63; TVA payments,
$24,500 and surplus, $150,000. The
following budgeted accounts were
increased: court house repairs, $20,000;
juvenile, $500: airport, 84,000; CETA
Projects, $88,372.63; road labor. $50,000
and road materials and supplies.
8100,000.
The members discussed the practice
of county farmers who plow in through
the ditches and turn their farm
equipment on the roads. They added
that an effort would be made this year
to prosecute farmers who fill up ditches
along the county roads.
Miller stated that $5,000 was
allocated to the budget as long as it was
to be spent in the city limits. He
suggested that the money go to hire
farmers to shovel snow off roads and
grate roads. After some discussion, no
motion was passed. However, Miller
said the court would consider the
matter later.
Gil Hopson donated 15 loads of coal
mix to the city in order to repair
potholes in city roads.
Leasing a backhoe was also
discussed. No motion was passed.
Egyptian Cabinet
Reviews Peace Pact
By The Associated Press
The Egyptian Cabinet met today to
review the proposed Egyptian-Israeli
peace treaty as Israeli Defense
Minister Ezer Weizman flew to
Washington to complete military
details of the agreement. Radio Israel
said Israeli troops killed two
Palestinians, including a schoolgirl,
and wounded another Palestinian
protesting the pact.
Sources in Cairo said Egyptian
Defense Minister Kemal Hassan Ali,
before leaving for Washington Friday
to join Weizman, was briefing the
cabinet on the current disposition of
Israeli and Egyptian forces in the Sinai
Peninsula and the various phases of
Israel's withdrawal from the territory
being returned to Egypt.
The cabinet's approval of the
proposed peace treaty was considered a
certainty. and President Anwar Sadat
did not attend the meeting. He
remained in seclusion in his villa beside
the Nile north of Cairo but was expected
to brief top officials of his National
Democratic Party on Saturday
Sadat is to submit the treaty to the
Egyptian Parliament, but approval
there is also certain.
The two defense ministers are ex-
pected to send about two days in
Washington winding up the military
annex spelling out such specifics as the
See MIDEAST
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mostly sunny
Mostly sunny and rather cool
today with highs from around 40
to the mid 40s. Clear and cold
tonight with lows in the mid to
upper 20s. Mostly sunny and a
little warmer Friday with in-
creasing cloudiness by late af-
ternoon and highs in the mid to
upper 50s.
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HEALTH
Boiled would be better
DEAR DR. LAMB
Some years ago I read in a
British medical journal that
raw eggs were unsafe for
human consumption be-
cause of a substance they
contained known as avidin,
which has a devastating ef-
fect on the vitamins and
minerals in the human body.
Recently on some TV com-
mercials I observed that
raw eggs added to bever-
ages or drinks were being
recommended. May I know
what your opinion is about
using raw eggs'
DEAR READER — If you
want my personal opinion,
just looking at a raw egg
would be enough to keep me
from adding it to any drink.
The feel of the raw egg white
doesn't tickle my palate,
either.
But I suspect you want my
professional opinion. There
• is some basis of truth in your
letter, although I'm afraid it
is a little exaggerated. The
relationship of raw eggs to
vitamin deficiencies is
based on the egg white and
not the yolk. The raw egg
white contains an anti-vita-
min called avidin. It is able
to inactivate biotin which is
a vitamin and is important
in human metabolism.
In fact, biotin was first_ 
Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
discovered because of the
effects of feeding raw egg
whites to rats. Fortunately,
we are not rats so we don't
have as much of the same
problem.
Now, raw egg white will
not affect any of the other
vitamins or minerals that
you consume. That's what I
mean by saying your letter
does exaggerate the case a
bit.
In man, you'd have to
consume a lot of raw egg
whites to produce such an
effect. Biotin deficiency can
cause loss of appetite.
nausea, vomiting, a shiny
tongue, pale complexion, de-
pression and dry, scaly skin.
We don't normally see
biotin deficiencies in man.
Why? Because the bacteria
normally present in our own
intestine manufactures it. In
fact, there is so much biotin
manufactured in your own
intestines that there is three
to six times as much biotin
in the urine you eliminate as
there is in all the food you
eat.
Even though I'm not re-
ally worried that a few raw
egg whites are going to
cause vitamin or mineral
deficiency in anyone, I do
not really approve of their
use. Incidentally, the avidin
in egg whites is inactivated
by cooking.
Eggs are a good food for
bacteria. Raw eggs can be a
good source for salmonella
food poisoning. So I think it
is best that all of the eggs we
eat be cooked, at least suffi-
ciently to destroy the harm-
ful bacteria that might be
present in the raw state.
This is not just an indict-
ment of raw eggs, for that
reason. Many of our food
sources, including the meat
group, are potential breed-
ing and growing places for
germs. The development of
cooking habits has done a lot
more for man than just
please his palate. Boiling
water has historically been
one of the best ways to
prevent the spread of water-
borne diseases.
For information on what
vitamins and minerals you
should have, send 50 cents
with a long, stamped, self-
addressed envelope for The
Health Letter number 44,
Balanced Diet, Recom-
mended Daily Dietary Al-
lowances RDA). Address
your request to Dr. Lamb in
care of this newspaper, P.O.
Box 1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
Festival-Contest
In Music Is Held
The annual regional Piano
Festival-Contest for junior-
high and senior high-school
pianists. sponsored by the
Kentucky Music Teachers
Association, was held
Saturday, March 10, in the
Fine Arts Complex of Murray
State University.
Participating from Murray
were Mark Hussung, Brenda
Conley. Audrey Conley, Carol
Sears, and Deena Dailey. Also
appearing in the Festival were
Lisa Hunter. Farmington,
Leslie Poole, Benton, and
students from Paducah and
Madisonville.
The K.M.T.A. Piano
Festival requires that each
student perform a selection by
a Baroque composer and
another selection chosen from
a required repertoire list, and
take a written examination in
theory. Each sophomore or
junior entrant who received a
superior rating is eligible to
enter the State K.M.T.A.
contest which will be held at
the time of the State con-
vention in Morehead in
November. The two entrants
qualifying for this event were
Miss Dailey, Murray and Miss
Joan Cmarik of Paducah.
Receiving superior ratings
in the junior division were
Mark Hussung and Lisa
Bunter.
Miss Sherry Smith Honored
At Coffee At Branch Bank
Miss Sherry Smith who will
be married to Tommy Mohon
on Saturday, March 17, at 7
p.m. at the Murray Woman's
Club House, was honored with
a bridal coffee held Saturday,
March 3, at the University
Branch of the Bank of Murray.
Corsages of white and
Ends Tomte







































preented to the honoree,
Smith; her mother, M
Kenneth Smith; and her aunt,
Mrs. Dave Hopkins. They
received the guests.
The register was kept by
Mrs. Michael Ryan.
The guests were served at a
beautifully decorated table
covered with a white hand-
made lace cloth over yellow
linen and centered with a
basket of spring flowers in
many colors.
Coffee, spiced tea, dainty
cakes, pastries, and sand-
wiches were served from
silver appointments.
Hostesses for the occasion
were Mesdames Voris Wells,
Joe Pat Cohoon, William
Read, 'Paul Grogan, Howard
Koenen, Edwin Stokes,
Michael Ryan, Larry Boaz,
Charles Simons, Johnny
Reagan, W. Z. Carter, Bailey
Gore, A. G. Wilson, Bennie





During Jerry's Super Shrimp Feast
you can get 21 golden shrimp, cole
slaw, french fries and a hot roll
with butter...All for only $3.49.









Don't miss this once-a-year sale on over
1300 patterns from /2 dderent
Wallcovering Books. Take your pick of
washable, strippable, scrubbable,
pre-posted, fabric-backed patterns
— in an impressive array of










Make wallpapering easier with this
versatile water tray. Easy-to-use.













Free Decorating Assistance to help you Inselection and coordination.
t175. Ti.. Sherw1.1•Wdlevni Compere,
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ALPHA MU CHAPTER of Epsilon Sigma Alpha met recently at the home of Mrs. MarieForrester who presented a demonstration of weaving to the group. The members thentook a turn at the loom. Shown at the loom is Mrs. Jean Fleming. In the backgroundfrom left to right are Mrs. Kathie Fleming, Mrs. Peggy Fulcher, and Mrs. EthelynLoberger. Also present were Mrs. Linda Damron, Mrs. Pam Shields, and guests — Mrs.Aimee Lew, Mrs. Patty Paddock, and Mrs. Rita Cummings.
1Deak A611,
By Abigail Van Buren
A Life in Need
Of a Hope-Buoy
DEAR ABBY: I am 40 and my life is worth absolutely
nothing. This is not just middle-age depression. I've been
this way all my life. I have failed in every relationship I've
ever had, beginning with my family while growing up.
I was a complete failure as a wife, too. (I cannot have
children, but I probably would have failed as a mother, too.)
I have failed in the business world also. I can't seem to suc-
ceed in anything.
I have really tried, Abby, but everything I do ends in
failure. Suicide seems to be the only solution. Please don't
tell me I need a psychiatrist. I have been going to the same
one every week for 14 years, and he hasn't helped me. If he
had, I wouldn't feel this way.
Other than suicide, is there any answer for someone who
is so hopelessly miserable? _
I guess maybe I'm trying to find some reason to go on liv-
ing because I'm really afraid to die. Please help me.
DISCOURAGED IN ARLINGTON
DEAR DISCOURAGED: Your letter tens we that you
DO have hope and WANT to live.
If yoar doctor hasn't been able to help you after 14 years
of weekly treatment, ask him to refer you to another
therapist.
Please write again in two weeks, and tell me how you feel.
I care.
DEAR ABBY: My husband had too much to drink last
night and confessed that the reason he bought me a lovely
overnight bag for Valentine's Day was because he'd bought
one for his girlfriend, and he felt guilty. Now I don't even
want the bag.
What do you think?
B.J. IN WASHINGTON, N.C.
DEAR B..I.: I think you husband should quit drinking and
looking at bags.
DEAR ABBY: My mother recently remarried and told us
she was selling the family farm. Because my sisters and
brothers (and I) loved the farm so much, we asked her to sell)
it to us to keep it in the family.
Without telling any of us, my mother sold the farm to a
total stranger!
Abby, we are all so hurt that we are going out of our way
to avoid seeing or talking to our mother.
I feel guilty about avoiding my own mother, but I just
can't bring myself to forgive her. The others feel the same
way.
Can you or one of your readers who has experienced the
same situation help us?
Right now, I don't care if I never talk to my mother again.
DAUGHTER
DEAR DAUGHTER: See your mother and ask her to ex-
plain her actions and talk about her feelings frankly. Don't
judge her until you have all the facts.
DEAR ABBY: Can a girl get pregnant from kissing with
her mouth open?
CONNIE IN ANCHORAGE
DEAR CONNIE: No. But it's a good beginning.
Wedding bells in your future? Whether your lifestyle is
bridal gown or blue jeans, Abby lays it all out for you in her
booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding." Send $I and a
long, stamped (28 motel self-addressed envelope to Abby:
132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
IF°
by auditions.
This season, more and more, dresses
are beck on the scene. This means
that there is increased emphasis on
legs and footwear. Auditions has
designed a dressy collection of foot-
wear styles to complement this new
feminine attire. Come see and select
your favorites now. And you can





Guest speakers at the
luncheon meeting of the Alpha
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club held on
Saturday, Feb. 24, at 12 noon
at the club house were Dr. and
Mrs. Robert Howard.
Dr. Howard is an associate
professor in the Com-
munications Department at
Murray State University. Mrs.
Howard teaches French in the
Murray City School. Each
gives their students first hand
experiences by taking tours in
the European countries during
the summer months.
The Howards showered
slides and explained the many
interesting experiences in the
countries visited on their
tours. Their topic chosen for
the day was "The Cultural
Aspect of Travel and Study."
Dr. Mildred Hatcher,
department chairman,
presided. Mrs. Murl Rober-
tson gave the invocation
preceding the luncheon.
Hostesses were Mrs. Wayne
Williams, Mrs. Rue Overby,
Mrs. Sylvia Atkins, Mrs. R. A.
Johnston, and Mrs. Lola
White.
SEP ARATE,Yef VW AL
Keep yniar-cosmetic br*es
apart frOm each other but all
together in one plastic con-
tainer by filling the bottom
with tiny ball bearings.
COOKING
IS FUN
fly CEC MVP OWNSTONE








From Huntsville, Texas and
tender as can be.
1 cup all-purpose flour
1 teaspoon baking powder
1/2 to 1,2 teaspoon salt
Vs teaspoon sugar
1 tablespoon solid white
vegetable shortening
1 large egg yolk
ki cup milk
Unsalted chicken broth
Salt and pepper to taste
Stir together flour, baking
powder, salt and sugar. Cut in
shortening until particles are
fine. Beat egg yolk and milk to
blend; with a fork gradually
stir into flour .mixture and form
into a ball. ( You may have to
add a teaspoon or so of milk to
have dough hold together.)
Wrap tightly in saran and chill
for a few how-s or overnight.
On a pastry cloth with a stock-
inet-covered rolling pin, roll out
one-half the dough to a 91/2-inch
square. Cut into six 1/2-inch
wide strips. With a kitchen scis-
sors snip each strip into 1/2-inch
wide dumplings. Treat
remaining half of dough the
same way. In a large saucepot
bring 2 quarts chicken broth to a
rolling boil; add dumplings and
stir. Cover and simmer, stirring
occasionally, until dumplings
are very tender and broth
reduced and thickened — 40
minutes. If you want more
broth, add some along with salt
and pepper.
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News ad Sports Ord
I Events Listed For Community Calendar
Saturday, March 17 Sunday, March 18
Murray Al-Anon will meet Murray State University
at 8 p.m. at Carmen Pavilion, Waterfield and Pogue
College Farm Road. This is LibParies will be open from 2
support group for families and toll p.m.
friends of Alcoholics and for
information call 437-4229.
Thursday, March Li
Hazel Woman's Club will
meeet at the home of Mrs.
Jackie Butterworth at SO
p.m. Each member is asked to
bring a foreign dish for the
supper. An international
person will be the speaker.
Women of St. John's
Episcopal Church will rneet at
the home of Joan Brun,
Sherwood Forrest, at 7:30
p.m.
Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will meet
at the home of Mrs._ Randy
Sorrow at 7 p.m.
Business and Professional
Women's Club will meet at the
Triangle Inn at 6:30 p.m.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star is
scheduled to meet at the lodge
hallat 7:30p.m.
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at $ p.m. with
the officers to meet at 7 p.m.
Murray Civitan Club will
meet at Seven Seas
Restaurant.
Men's Stag Night will be
held at the Murray Country
Club at 6:30 p.m. with Scott
Seiber, Mike Baker, Red
Howe, Jr., and Larry Contri in
charge of arrangements.
Alpha Mu Chapter of
EpOlon Sigma Alpha will
meeet at 6:30 p.m. at the home
of Jean Fleming before




Libraries will be cloksed.todik.
Friday, March 18
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and call 753-0929
by 9:15 a.m. for morning




Libraries will be closed today.
Fish and Wildlife Outdoor
Enrichment Series will open
today and continue through
Sunday at Camp Energy,
Land Between the lakes.
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will have its campout at Piney
Campground, land Between
the Lakes, with Hunter and
Winnie Love as wagon-
masters, assisted by John and
Joan Bowker, A wiener roast




Libraries will be closed today.
Murray Shrine Club will
have its social dinner with
guests at the Triangle
Restaurant at 6:30 p.m.
Benefit Coffeebreak and
Jamboree for Dwayne &icy,
sponsored by Northwestern
Tennessee Radio Club, Paris.
Tenn., and co-sponsored b),
Blue Grass State CB Club.
Murray, will be at Beshear
Gym, North 16th Street.
Murray, from 2 to 11 p.m.
Meaday, March 19
Penny Homemakers Club
Murray ABJC Bowling will meet at the County
League will bowl at 10 a.m. at Extension Office at 10 a.m. A
Corvette Lanes. All interested potluck lunch will be served.
bowlers are invited.
First Casino Night, spon-
sored by Gamma Gamma
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi
and MuFray Jaycees, will be
held at Jaycee Civic Center at
8 p.m. Tickets are $3.50 per
person.
Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Church will hold a
box supper at the church at
p.m.
"Golden Oldie" Dance,
open, will be at the Murray
Country Club from 9 p.m. to 1
a.m. Cost will be $10 per
couple. In charge of
arrangements are Messrs and
Mesdames Ralph McCuiston,
Felix Dunn, Burton Young,
Don Robinson, Bob Billington,
and Wells Purdom, Jr.
Bird House For Your
Backyard will be featured at 1
p.m. at Center StatioiLand
Between the Lakes.
Calloway County Spelling
liee with contestants from
Murray Middle and East,
North, and Southwest Schools
will be at 9 a.m. at the North
Calloway School.
Chapter M of the P. E. 0.
Sisterhood will celebrate the
15th anniversary of the
founding of the chapter With a
12 noon luncheon in the home
of Mrs. Olga Freeman, Hazel,
with Mrs. Robert Bryan as
cohostess.
Square and round dancing
will be held at the Woodmen of
the World Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Sunday, Mardi Hi
Film on "Bush Country Of
Haiti" will be shown at Brooks
Chapel United Methodist
Church at 7:30 p.m. Com-
ments will be by Billy Lovett
and Divel Legrand of the
Unity CP Church.
Brotherhood of St, John's
Baptist Church will have a
special program at the church
at 3 p.m.
Esther Sunday School Class
of First Baptist Church will
have a breakfast at the Boston
Tea Party at 7:30 a.m.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Yoke
Plowing at The Homeplace-
1050 at 1:30 p.m., and Salute to











(Wall, Tab's & %era')
Picture
Group
J. P. Nes itt
Is
A Shop T R"member
Hwy 641 N 759-4588
Adjoining W..: Furniture
Wall T SOSO
Murray Chapter of National
Secretaries will meet at 7 p.m.
in Room 209, Roy Stewart




Calloway County will meet at
7 p.m. at the Calloway Public
Library with Bill Phillips to
speak on "Legal Aspects of
Man's Best Friend." Public is
invited.
Mmaday, March 19
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m, at the Health Center,
North 7th and Olive Streets.
Bluegrass State CB Club is
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
the lodge hall.
Theta Department, Murray Parents Anonymous will
Woman's Club, will meet at meet at 7:15 p.m, at the
7:30 p.m. at the club house Immanuel Lutheran Church,
with the program on "Water 1.5th and Main Streets. For
















REG. 1.25 NOW 1.00
REG. 2.00 NOW 1.70
REG. 2.50 NOW 2.10
REG. 3.00 NOW 2.50
REG. 4.00 NOW 3.30
REG. 5.50 NOW 4.75
















Body Briefers including new Plunge*
'on sale for the ffr§1 time ever'
Sale ends April 7, 1979
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Historic Awards
Will Be Presented
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Gov.
Julian Carroll hal annorced
that the Kentucky Heritage
Commission will present the
first awards for significant
achievement in historic
preservation in Kentucky. The
awards will be presented
during May — Historic
Preservation Month.
The major award — the Ida
Lee Willis Memorial Award —
will be given to an individual
who has shown the greatest
dedication to Kentucky's
preservation objectives. The
award will be given to honor
the memory of the founder
and first executive director of
the Kentucky Heritage
Commission, Ida Lee Willis,
wife of former Governor
Simeon Willis.
Awards will be given in six
other categories to recognize
meritorious contributions to
the aims and objectives of
historic preservation. Each of
the following categories will
be presented awards: com-
m e r ci a I , organization,
professional, youth, public
service, and media.
According to Frank G.
Rankin, chairman of the
Kentucky Heritage Com-
mission, nominations are open
in all seven areas.
Nominations must include
specific documentation of the
nominee's achievements in
order to qualify. Deadline for
nominations is April 30, 1979.
The commission reserves
the right to withhold an award
in any category if no nominee
meets required standards.
Current members of the
Kentucky_ Heritage Com-
mission are not eligible for
nomination.
Gov. Carroll granted 82.500
from his contingency fund
toward the Heritage Com-
mission's 815,000 goal. The
commission has established a
nonprofit corporation to
arrange for a one-time fund-
raising. The funds will be
placed in a special account
and used to perpetuate the
annual awards. "The purpose
of the awards is to promote,
encourage, and recognize
meritorious achievement by
individuals or groups in
preservation of cultural and
historical resources in Ken-
tucky," said Eldred W.
Melton, executive director of
the commission.
Information regarding the
awards or the nomination
process may be obtained by








The Zi Alpha Delta Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi met on
Thursday, March I, at the
Ellis Community Center.
During the business meeting
the sisters voted to donate
working time to the special
Olympics, toys t9 the
Pediatric Wing of the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital,
yellow rose bushes to the
Community Center, and
money to Need Line.
Mrs. Mary Graves and Mrs.
Glenda Wilson were hostesses
for a baby shower for Mrs.
Debbie Villaflor.
Other members present





Holton, Debbie Lyons, Lois




Tightly cover all foods
which need moist heat to cook
in a microwave oven, such as
frozen vegetables, casseroles
and meats. Use plastic wrap,





fish filet. crispy on the
outside. light n fluffy
on the inside Served





Miss Collins Married To
Mr: Prescott At Church
Miss Diane Collins,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Alton Collins of Murray Route
5, and Mark Prescott, son of
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Prescott of
Hazel Route 1, were married
in a winter evening ceremony
at the Blood River Missionary
Baptist Church.
Officiating at  the double
ring ceremony bras the Rev.
Jerry Norsworthy. A program
of piano music was presented
by Mrs. Martha Norsworthy.
Selections were "Each Step I
Take." "I Do Not Ask," "Love
Story," and "Love Is the
Key." Mrs. Linda Lester sang
"You Light Up My Life."
The vows were exchanged
under an arch' trimmed with
blue ribbons, baby's breath,
and two white doves. The
church was decorated in ice
blue to blend with the bride's
choice of colors.
Bride's Dress
The bride wore a floor
length gown of satin organza
and reembroidered 'Alencon
lace. Elegant Simplicity was
featured in the Allred Angelo
gown. The lace formed the
high neckline and fashioned
the flounce which encircled
the half moon yoke of the
bodice. More lace softly cuffed
the long fitted sleeves, defined
the waistline, and twice
bordered the hemline flounce
of the demi-heel skirt and
detachable chapel length
train.
She carried a bouquet
fashioned of white button
frowers, baby's breath, and
miniature ice blue silk
flowers.
Mrs. Linda Miller, cousin of
the _bride, served as her
matron of honor. Miss Bar-
bara Mattox and Miss Beverly
Green served as bridesmaids.
Each attendant wore an
empire waist floor length
gown of blue polyester with a
chiffon mini-train and carried
one blue long sterved car-
nation.
Gary Miller served as best
man for the groom. Jimmy
Norsworthy and Teddy
Garland served as groom-
smen. The groom and his
attendants wore ice-blue
tuxedoes.
Carol Hodges served as
flower girl. Her floor length
blue dress was trimmed with.
white lace. She carried a white
basket filled with daisies and
baby's breath and trimmed
with ice blue ribbon.
The bride's mother wore a
vested blue floor length dress
and a white orchid corsage.
Jeff Norsworthy was the
photographer.
Reception
Following the ceremony the
reception was held at the
home of the Rev. and Mrs.
Jerry Norsworthy.
The reception table was
Samsonite son ora1
2 Price
Going away on business? Vocation corning up?
Sonora Is your bog: Sonora - Samsonite s
fashionable lightwiright softsiche luggage tarp,r
cases forature Carfwheith. — they got you where
you're going without being a drop Choose from a
variety of colors On sole ill March 25th
0 Samsonite" Court Square
Mr. and Mrs.
covered with a white cloth
trimmed at the corners with
ice blue ribbons and centered
with a centerpiece flanked by
candles. The three tiered
wedding cake was topped with
a miniature bride and groom
statuette.
Mark Prescott
An assortment of nuts and
mints were served along with
punch.
After a short wedding trip,
Mr. and Mrs. Prescott are now




A special tribute to the late
Glenn Miller and his music
will be presented on WKMS-
FM, the fine arts radio service
of Murray State University, on
March 27 to commemorate the
75th anniversary of the birth
of the band leader.
Scheduled to begin at 8 p.m.
at 91.3 on the FM dial, the
program will include some of
the most familiar melodies




"That Old Black Magic."
Background information on
his life and musical style will
also be a part of the program.
The Glenn Miller tribute will
be presented as part of a
weekly series on WKMS en-
titled "Music of the Big
Bands." Bruce Smith will be
the host for the program.
Miller was a big name in
music, particularly during the
swing, era from about 1936
until his death in 1944 while
flying the English Channel
with the Army Air Force. He
was especially well known for
a radio series called "We
Sustain the Wings."
RUNNING RULE
To help prevent bruised
toenails when jogging, don't
forget to run "heel-to-toe" and




Vows Read March 2
Announcement is made of the marriage of Miss Linda Jean
Murray, daughter of M.B. Murray of Route 2, Buchanaa,
Tenn., and Daniel B. Elberton, son of Dr. and Mrs. V. W.
Etherton of Route 1, Puryear, Tenn.
The ceremony was solemnized on Friday, March 2, at the
Etherton home with Dr. Elberton performing the service at 2
p.m, in the presence of the fiunilies.
Min Crystle Etherton sister of the groom, and Michael
Murray, brother of the bride, were the attendants for the
couple.
A reception followed the ceremony.
The couple spent the weekend at Lake Barkley Lodge and
are now at home in Puryear, Tenn.









will be married .4pril
7. 1974.
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Let Us Make






• Lightweight/Easy to Install • 4,000 BTU Capacity
• 10 Temperature Choices with Energy Saving Range
• 2 Cooling Speeds i2 Fan Speeds • Built-In Handle
ENJOY YOUR CREDIT POWER AT GOODYEAR
Goodyear Revolving Charge
• Flexible Pay Schedule • Monthly Statement
• Customer Identitication CAR CARD to;
convenience at any Goodyear Store. countrywide
Goodyear Installment
Pay Plan
• Longer Terms Than Available or
Our Revolving Charge
• Monthly Statement • Low Monthly Payments
It must he rtyht
or we make it tight





• Lightweight Easy to Install
• Big 5,000 BTU Capacity
• 10 Temp Choices/Energy Saw rig
• 2 Cooling 5peeds,2 Fan Speeds
• Air Exchange Vent
• Air 'Filter-Washed' Constantly
GE Room Air Conditioner
Special Slumber Speed
• 7,800 BTU Capacity
• 3 Cooling Speeds 3 Fan Speeds
• Air Exchanger Rids Stale Air
• 10-Choice Automatic Thermostat
• Handsome/Flush Mounted
$18888 $26888
GE Room Air Conditioner
Special Slumber Speed
Model 6971
• Huge 9,700 BTU Capacity
• 10-Choice Automatic Thermostat
• 2 Cooling_Speeds/2 Fan Speeds
• Air Exchanger Rids Stale Air




with Automatic Color Control
Model 1773
• Self-Monitors Adjusts Color —
Consistent Flesh/Bright Color
• 100% Solid State
• Easy-Repair Modular Chassis







• High Most Food — Med/Defrost for
Frozen Food & Tough Meat
• Spacious 1.3 Cu. Ft. Interior





Color Monitor II TV
Model 2225
• Single-Knob Electronic Tuning -
No Separate UHF
• Automatically Adjusts Color
Picture Before You See It
• Constant Adjust to Room Light
• Solid State/Easy-Repair
$619
121 S. 12th Street
Stirs Issagsr Osbert IL Rodolph, Jr.•
Goodyear Service Store













































What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
?Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) er
.Don't keep secrets from
close ones now. Chances are
private schemes will backfire.
Defer judgment re a business
venture.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20) ti4c47-
• You are easily distracted
now. Keeping in touch with
others may be your excuse to
avoid work. A confusing note
marks the p.m.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Not the time to impress
tdgher-ups with tales about
your adventures. Avoid ex-
travagance and grandiose
gestues. Return to earth.
CANCER
(June 21 to July n)
There may be a mix-up re
guests from afar. Someone at
home may not with to have
company. Avoid self-
indulgence in the p.m.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 4/2.tic
' Creative efforts will be
marred if practical con-
Siderations predominate. In




(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Possible tension re finances
1nth a mate or close ally.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sebecribere robe byre eat
native, their browae-dellorwoil
copy of 11oe Merry/ Ledger
Noes by 530 p.s.
Friday or by 3:36 p.m. se
Sortverays ere ergo/ to col
153-1116 beams 5:34I p.a.
and 6 p.m., M...y-F4d.p,ir
3:3111 mod 4 p... Sider-
drys, to Were delivery of the
newspopor. Cale most hi
pieced by 6 p.m. weeireeys or
4 p.o. Settrdoes to peeruirtee
*Moog.
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LETA TAYLOR, fourth from left, is pictured with other members of the Bluegrass Hair Fashion Committee at the
spring forum held Feb. 25 and 26 at the Hyatt Regency, Lexington. At the microphone is jack Myers, president of the
Kentucky Hairdressers and Cosmetologists Association. Mrs. Taylor was appointed state historian of the Bluegrass
Hair fashion Committee at the board meeting. Tina Olson, president of the Murray Unit, attended the KHCA board
meeting on Feb. 24 and was a model for Mrs. Taylor of Leta's Beauty Salon for the Bluegrass Hair Fashion classes.
Others attending the spring forum from Murray were Judy Curd, Shere Parker,and Carol Hill The new spring-
summer 1979 'Retro Look Styling' was introduced to the Kentucky hairdressers at this show.
Special Cure--
t Suede And Leather Garments Need
Extra Care To Extend Their Life








. Hilliker says care should be
taken in wearing and storing
leathers and suedes and in
tleaning them.
She suggests wearing a
scarf to protect the neckline of
garments from makeup, hair
oils and perspiration. And she
advises against decorating
leather garments with pin-
type jewelry which punches
holes that are irreparable.
-Don't store garments
made of or trimmed with
suede or grain leather in
warm, airless places or in a
, Your Individual
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 





(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) zri-n
Higher-ups may seem
patronizing and co-workers
antagonistic on this day when




Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
There seems to be no escape
from pesky involvements with
others right now. The privacy
you seek may not be for-
thcoming.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) )elkitt".
Efforts to satisfy both
friends and family members
do not work according to plan.
Later, you'll feel like being
left alone.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) vi
Avoid an angry exchange of
words with a higher-up. Ef-
forts to cut red tape appear
doomed to fail. Don't buck the
system.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
If traveling, safeguard
possessions and avoid excess
spending. Don't gossip about
business with friends. Retain
confidences.
PISCES
Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) )°Q.
Leave your personality out
of financial negotiations now
Things run smoothly with a
sober approach to business.
Accent practicalities.
YOU BORN TODAY are
analytical and at times aloof.
Though attracted by the arts,
you're better suited to
business. You'd prefer to work
for yourself than with others
and can succeed in law,
science, geology and tran-
sportation industries. More
independent than the typical
Piscean, if you'll strive for
originality, you'll be a leader
in your field. Don't let a desire
for financial success keep you
from developing natural
abilities. Literature, acting,
music, and banking are other
occupations in which you'll
find happiness.
11-÷V tr*ir f-ve telhie tellF-ve





stainless and crystal from
our contpleie bridal rngistrT‘
Laurie and Ricky will he
married April 20, 1979.
The Sh4case
7133-4641 121 14-reme 4
plastic bag," says Hilliker.
She explains that suede and
grain leathers must breathe to
avoid drying out and losing
their vital tannery oils and
becoming prone to shrinkage.
When drying suede or grain
leather that is wet from rain
or other causes, dry at room
temperature, flex the garment
often, and in the case of suede,
brush with a rubber sponge or
soft-bristled brush, the
specialist suggests.
Suedes and leathers also
require special care when
being cleaned.
Most importantly, ''Never
allow garments made of or
trimmed with suede or grain
leather to become too soiled
before having them cleaned,"
Hilliker urges.
Cleaning fluids, saddle
soaps, wire brushes, steel
wool or other abrasives should
not be used to remove stains
and spots, according to
Hilliker who says such
methods usually result in ugly
rings, discoloration and other
damage.
Dye stains, such as lipstick,
ballpoint and other inks are
best removed by a leather
cleaning specialist.
Oily and greasy stains
should be treated immediately
by blotting with an absorbent
cloth to pick up excess grease,
then cleaned by a specialist.
"Spotssaused by spillage of
foodstuff, milk, fruit juices,
coffee, tea or colas are best
removed before they dry,"
says Hilliker. A soft cloth
dampened in cool water will
remove many water-soluble
stains, she notes.
She suggests using a patting
or blotting procedure,
feathering out and blotting the
worked area with a clean
turkish towel and letting the
soiled garment dry at room
temperature. The garment
should be flexed frequently
while drying and brushed
thoroughly when dry.
For stains caused by fruit
juices, coffee, tea and colas
which contain reducing
sugars, and for perfume and
other liquids containing
alcohol, this immediate at-
tention should be followed by
cleaning _by._ a _leather_
specialist as soon as possible,
says Hilliker.
Smooth leather garments
can be surface cleaned by
using a sponge or soft cloth
dampened in water containing
a small amount of mild soap
suds. Wipe the surface clean,
then dry with a clean turkish
towel.
smooth leather may be
pressed — as can suede
garments — with an iron set at
the lowest temperature, usinw
no steam. Hilliker says to use
a press cloth or heavy brown
paper between the garment
and iron, pressing one panel at.
a time and keeping the iron
moving constantly.
Upon completion, suede
garments should be brushed
thoroughly to raise the nap.
Hilliker says suede gar-
ments should be brushed
frequently, using a dry, soft-
bristled brush or professional
suede rubber sponge. The
brushing of areas touching the
skin will remove surface oil
and add luster to the suede.
"If properly cared for,
suede and leather garments
should last for years," says
the specialist.
Music Students Presented In Recital
The Murray Music Teachers
Association presented a
record number of students in




"advanced" students — those
who have continued their
Study to the level that they can
perform music of the great
masters.
Included in the program
were selections represen-
tative of the major styles of
composition from Baroque to
Contemporary.
Performing music from the
Baroque era were Karen
Hamsworth, Audrey Conley,
and Carol Sears.
The Classic era was
represented by Teresa Ford,
Kathy Walston, and Mark
Husain*.
Deena Dailey, and Stacey
Overt*, played music from
the Romantic period, and




Music composed during the
twentieth century was per-
formed by Judy French, John
Bowen, Brenda Conley and
Leslie Poole.
Piano teachers whose
students appeared in the
recital are Maxine Clark,




Use Sunday's color conucs
as wrapping paper for
children's gifts. Kids like it
better than fancy paper, and
It's cheaper.




Peoples Bank money market certificates are non-negotiable time deposits
These certificates have a 6 month maturity (182 days). The minimum deposit
amount is $10,000, but deposits may be made in any amount of $10,000 or
more. Interest is paid at maturity. The interest rate is subject to change at
maturity. This 9.457% rate is effective on certificates purchased from now
through March 21, 1979.
WE HAVE A FULL RANGE OF OTHER CERTIFICATES OF









3 months $100 5.5% 5.653%
1 or 2 years- 6.183%$1,000 6.0%
21/2 or 3 years $1,008 6.5% 6.715%
4 years $1,000 7.25% 7.518%
6 years $1,000 7.50% 7.787%
8 or 10 years $1,000 7.75% 8.057%
Federal law requires a substantial interest penalty on amounts withdrawa 
before maturity amounting to for-
feiture of 90 days interest and the reduction of the remaining intere
st to the passbook rate.
The
cW42 PEOPLES BANKC.Y1MURRAY KY.
Member FDIC
feko, Carieeeactnier,





















• Pants • Skirts • Blazers
• Shirts • Vests
Reg. to 39°9
$3
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER MURRAY, KY.
„001.0W-
COSIDressei-Jr., Misses & 
HalfsizesR
fg....to_p999
• Sweater., 7.Jr.._& Missy
Reg.:to 24°°Sig Tops - Jr. & Missy_ .
Reg. to 15"
Fashion Pants Reg. to 21"
Sett 
Leather 
Handbags Reg. to 24"_ er Lingerie Reg. to /74
_
•Behr's Charge *Master Charge •VISA
oc_4...in mtv_s
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PA
Risks Result From Artificial Insemination
: By DANIEL Q. RANEY
' Associated Press Writer
BOSTON (AP) — Doctors
who practice artificial in-
semination sometimes use the
sperm of one man to im-
pregnate dozens of women,
raising the danger of ac-
cidental incest among off-
spring who unknowingly have
the same father, a study
warns.
The report also chastises
doctors for failing to ensure
that the men who donate
sperm are genetically healthy
so that the risk of birth defects
will be as low as possible.
The study, prepared by
researchers at the University
of Wisconsin in Madison,
estimates that between 6,000
and 10,000 children are born in
the United States each year to
women who are made
pregnant with sperm from
anonymous donors.
The investigators surveyed
379 doctors who practice
artificial insemination. Their
results were published in
today's issue of the New
England Journal of Medicine.






Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
& Fiddlers
Choice Of: Sandwich, Child's Plate, Small
Order, Large Order, or All You Can Eat
Ky. Lake Lodge
Restaurant
Hwy 68 & 80 Aurora, Ky
survey was the first major one
on artificial insemination
since 1941.
The study found that over 95
percent of the women who
receive artificial insemination
do so because their husbands
are sterile. However, 10
percent of the doctors said
they also provide the service
for single women.
Three-quarters of the
doctors said they never use
the sperm of one man to father
more than six babies.
However, 6 percent said they
had used one donor for 15 or
more pregnancies, and one
doctor replied that one man
had produced 50 children.
The doctors keep secret the
identities of men donating




occur if two people mated who
unknowingly shared the same
genetic father or if a recipient
was inseminated with the
semen of a relative," the
researchers wrote.
Doctors use sperm from
donors who are the same race
and build as the recipient's
husband.
"A single donor may make a
large contribution to a local
ethnic community," they said.
"Intra-marriage within such a
community would result in
increased inbreeding due to
artificial insemination."
The researchers said most
doctors screen sperm donors
for genetically transmitted
defects, such as Tay-Sachs
disease and the sickle cell
trait, by questioning them
about family histories. But
only 29 percent of the doctors
performed any tests on the
men, and these were
primarily for communicable
diseases.
"I think more screening
should be done than the
average practitioner is per-
forming," Dr. Sander Shapiro,
one of the researchers, said in
an interview. -The average
practitioner who just grabs
the dowse male available is
doing less than adequate
service to his patients:'




said they also acquired it from





— Publisher Al Smith says he
has declined a presidential
appointment to be federal co-
chairman of a new Mid-South
Regional Commission.
The panel will coordinate
plans for federal assistance
for non-Appalachian counties
in Kentucky, Tennessee,




Smith said he advised the
White House he prefers to
remain with his newspaper
business and activities such as




on the Council of Supervisors
of the University of Kentucky
hospital.
He also moderates a weekly
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE-BONDS-REAL ESTATE-1n E. 12TH ST., BENTON
Now Hes' A Loc91 Number
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA
The Number To Call
7534434
program on politics and
government for Kentucky
Educational Television.
-1 didn't want to give up my
present activities," he said.
The Mid-South chair-
manship has the same federal
rank as an assistant Cabinet
secretary and pays $50,000 a
year.
Smith, 52, confirms he was
offered the appointment in
February.
Smith earlier had been
suggested for a place on the
Tennessee Valley Authority
board.
Smith said he would have
been willing to take the TVA
post, but it went to Bob
Clement of Tennessee.
"TVA is something I know a
great deal about and I have
had a lifetime interest in its
projects," he said. "If I had
been offered a TVA ap-
pointment I would have been
ready to set aside my business
interests."
Smith publishes five weekly
or biweekly newspapers in
Kentucky and one in Ten-
nessee, including the
Russellville News-Dernociat
and the Logan Leader.
Redford Named To
Succeed Father
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
Carroll Redford Jr. of
Glasgow has been named by
Gov. Julian Carroll as com-
monwealth's attorney for the
43rd judicial circuit to succeed





When Judy, Jane and Barbara don their
Girl Scout uniforms, they are not
merely putting on different clothes.
They are becoming part of a world-
wide crusade for health, mental
stimulus arid good citizenship which
builds character and fine womanhood.
So we salute the Girl Scouts of this
community and wherever they may be
participating in their expertly directed
movement. They have fun, bless them,
and with it all they learn to use their
hands, their youthful heads . . . and
above all, their innocent hearts. Your
girl, too, should be a happy healthy




























encouraged to work 
























West Ky. Rural Eledric
Cooperative Corporation
Murray - Mayfield
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A Golden
Opportunity!
Scouting offers girls everywhere
a chance for a rich, rewarding
way of life! Show your pride . . .
and help keep up the tradition







- We admire the many Girl
Scouts of the U.S.A. for
always giving a part of
themselves to help others.
PURDOM
111 Old-Pontiac-Cadillac





Girls Scouts grow into responsible
community members by loving and
caring . . . and becoming actively
involved in many useful projects.













*** * * * * * * *
Scouts Care
Helping others is part of the Girl
Scout pledge. They make it a point
to be on hand . . . to give their time
. and to spend time with those who






Moward Coy & John Simmons, owners
































Opens 1-1 Moo. -Sat .
1-4 Syn.
Phone 753-8777












Prices P. N. Hirsch & Co. Department Store :
An INTERCO co.
Olympic Plaza Hours: 9:30-8:00 Mon.-Set.
1-5 Sunday
Of Our Scout'sMurraç pa 753-9779
ODixieCream
Donuts Made Fresh Daily
Chestnut St. 753-6034
a
/14.- 7he THE LARGEST Se MOST COMPI f TECHILDREN'S STORE IN MURK AY4,-- Step Rel-Air Shopping
.eadder Center753-1795























A great little seafood place .
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Board To Attempt To Speed Beverly Hills Claims
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. 1AP) --
The state Board of Claims will
make another effort in May to
speed up handling of claims
arising from the 1977 Beverly
Hills Supper Club fire, after




with the board Wednesday but
could not agree on a way to
expedite action on the claims.
At their request, the board
said it would schedule another
meeting in northern Kentucky
in early May.
Some 250 claims have been
filed with the board in con-
nection with the May 28 fire
that killed 165 persons and
injured another 50.
The attorneys discussed
different approaches — such
as consolidating all cases,
trying one or more
representative cases before
the board or handling them on
an, individual basis.
"Like most rooms full of
lawyers, it was difficult to find
one to agree with himself,"
Robin Griffin of Lexington
told the board after the at-
torneys met privately for
about 30 minutes.
Griffin said they were
-leaning toward sim-
plification rather than in-
dividual trials" but that they
could not agree on procedures
because some attorneys
needed to check with co-
counsel in their cases.
Assistant Attorney General
Victor Fox said the board
should determine whether
state officials were liable in
the case before examining any
other issues.
He said the Commonwealth
believes that a recent Ken-
tucky Supreme Court decision
is applicable that held the city
of Southgate and the state not
liable for negligence in con-
nection with the fatal fire.
"It would be cheapest to
TwolViiners Die When Rock
Slide Collapses State Mine
WHITESBURG, Ky. (AP)
-- Two miners died and a third
was pulled to safety after a
rock slide collapsed a part of
the roof in the Upper Taggart
coal mine at Oven Fork in
Letcher County, authorities
said today.
One of the bodies was
removed about midnight, two
hours after the accident, and
the other about 6:30 a.m.
today. The third miner
trapped by the collapse was
rescued about 4 a.m.
The district supervisor for
the state Department of Mines
and Minerals at Hazard,
Albert Alexander, said eight
other men were, in the crew
but escaped the fall. It oc-
curred about PI miles inside
the entrance of the mine
owned by Blue Diamond Coal
Co.
Cause of the collapse was
not known immediately.
The dead were identified as
a foreman, Grant Sturgill, 45,
of Blair, and Ernest Statzer,
38, of Eolia.
The rescued miner was
identified as Larkin Napier
Sr., 30, of Wallins. Napier was
taken to the Lynch Medical
Services clinic, where officials
said he was found to be
uninjured and was released.
Alexander described Upper
Taggart as a high production
mine with 150 employes.
Nine men from the State
Department of Mines and
Minerals and three from the
federal mine office were





The Upper Taggart mine is
on Black Mountain, about two
miles from Blue Diamond's
Scotia No. 1 mine, where 26
men died in two underground
methane gas explosions in
March 1976.
The Upper Taggart was
closed after the rockslide, and
Alexander said it would
remain closed until after the
investigation. "Everything
will be left as it is until after
our investigation," he said.. 
He said the investigation
would determine "the full size
of the fall, the cause and if
anything could have been done
to prevent it."
Alexander said the survivor,
Napier, was trapped for about
6L.2 hours in all. The fall oc-
curred about 10:30 p.m.
Wednesday, and he was palled
to safety at 4 a.m.
Napier had room to move
around, but was cut off from
safety by the fall, Alexander
said.
The two victims died of
being crushed by falling rock,
Alexander said.
The state and federal rescue
teams, along with Blue
Diamond rescue personnel,
had to work carefully to make
their access route safe as they
tried to reach the three
miners, Alexander said. He
said the rock was still un-
settled and showing signs of
more collapse as they moved
in.
The vic;ims were on the
3: 30-to-11: ao p.m. shift and had
only an hour to go before they
were to have left the mine,
said Alexander.
He said the Upper Taggart
was two miles straight up
from the Scotia No. 1 mine, on
the same mountain but in a
higher seam of coal.
Miners at the Upper
Taggart are not represented
by the United Mine Workers
union, he said.
How big is a "large" loan?
Try one of ours for size.
One person's "small" loan is
another person's "large" loan, so
we avoid fitting our customers
into categories.
We make all kinds of loans. To
all kinds of people. For all kinds
of reasons.
And we lend really big arriounts
to homeowners, based on their e9uity.
That's the difference between hoW
much your house is worth, and how
much you still owe on it.
If you're looking for a, bap,
take a close look at our chart.









12,500 $ 73 17 48 $3,512.16 17.80%
$3.000 $ 87.63 48 $4,206.24 17.69%
$3500 $ 90 41 60 $5,424.60 18.80%
14.000 $103.23 60 16,193.80 18.76%






determine this issue, get it
resolved with finality and go
on from there," Fox said.
"If we find there was no
duty, there would be no need
to go any further," he added.
Several attorneys argued
that the board needs ad-
ditional facts before deciding
the question of liability in any
of the cases, but Fox
questioned the need for fur-
ther evidence, saying the
Supreme Court decision was
sufficient.
Escum Moore of Lexington
said Fox's suggestion that the
board decide liability only on
the basis of the Supreme Court
decision was ridiculous, and
that it could in effect wipe out
the Whole Board of Claims.
, William Bertelsman of
Newport said the board could
not decide whether the
Supreme Court case is ap-
State May Help
Rebuild City Hall
GRAYSON, Ky. (AP) — The
city of Grayson has been
advised that state financial
help can be available to
rebuild the city hall.
Aides in Gov. Julian
Carroll's office have told a
Grayson delegation that the
state first wants to know what
the city is willing to put into
the project.
The Municipal Building
burned in February, 1978.
plicable in a vacuum.
-You have to have some
evidence as to what individual
employees did," he said. For
example, evidence that
showed a state employee
misled the nightclub owner in
advising him he was in
compliance with state fire
codes, he said.
Bertelsrnan, who handled
the case before the Supreme
Court, said the justices were
reluctant to impose an
unlimited liability on Ken-
tucky taxpayers, whereas
there is a limit on awards





— A 79-year-old Hopkinsville
woman, Flossie D. Croft, is
dead as a result of a traffic
accident at Hopkinsville's
Pennyrile Mall.
Officers said Mrs. Croft was
pulling out of the mall in her
car Tuesday afternoon when
she drove into the path of a
tractor-trailer rig. The driver
of the rig, Raymond Power
Jr., 38, Gentryville, Ind., was
not injured„
No one else was in the car
with Mrs. Croft, who died at
the scene.'
Diphtheria antitoxin was
first used on humans in 1891.
Celebrate The
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Prevents crabgrass as it
fertilizes an established





















Vinyl tubing, steel frames. Avocado/white
Lampe. Head and footrest. 18/300VA 10.99




rial won't rust or dent
Withstands temperature















Powerful 11-hp synchro-balanced engine.
Transaxle drive has 3 forward speeds plus
reverse. Floating front "wishbone- suspen-
sion on heavy-duty frame. Other features:
headlights, disc brakes, 15-in pneumatic





5-HP GEAR-DRIVE TILLER has
power reverse, recoil starter, 16 bolo
tines. Tilling width and depth ad-




Fistwis ractikustanpine. Rear-baffle improves
14n. roller-bearing wheels
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All-America
Odlin, Warren Find National Honors
Don't Necessarily Mean Recognition
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
Both Jerry Odlin and David Warren admits it's
tough to stay motivated sometimes, especially
after the reaction to their accomplishments last
weekend.
Odlin and Warren, sophomores on the Murray
State track team, were both named All-America
after stellar performances in the 15th annual
NCAA Indoor Track and Field Championships at
Cobo Arena in Detroit.
Warren finished fourth in the mile rim with a
4:09, while Odlin was fourth in the three-mile run
in 13:41. The top six finishers in each event were
awarded All-America status.
"No one seemed to really care around here,"
says Odlin, like Warren, a native of England.
Odlin's home is London, while Warren hails from
Essex.
"If were football players, it would be a big
deal," says Warren.
Murray finished with eight points in the event,
far back of winner Villanova and its 54 points, but
Racer coach Bill Cornell was pleased with the
performance.
"It's always like a circus in that place," he says.
"To win anything is a tremendous ac-
complishment. Cobo has a board track, and 11 laps
make a mile. So really, the whole race is nothing
but turns and strategy."
Both Odlin and Warren agree.
''l ran a 13:26 in Murfreesboro (Tenn., the site of
the Ohio Valley Conference Championships),"
says Odlin, "So that shows the difference the
tracks make."
Odlin won the OVC event in the 3-mile and was
later named the OVC Indoor Trackman Of The
Year. "The win at the OVC was what really gave
me the confidence," he says. -Winning the track-
man award was just a feather in my cap."
Warren ran a 4:07 mile — his personal best is
4:03 — in his heat to gain the finals at the
nationals, and he admits that time took a good
race.
"The track is so short, and the beds are so tight,
it was rough to make it in that time," he says. "A
lot of runners call indoor track a circus, and I
would just about agree with them."
With the honors won by Odlin and Warren,
Cornell has now coached 14 NCAA Division I All-
Americas in his 12 years at Murray State.
"The Easterners have a definite advantage in
the style of running we had to face last weekend,"
says Cornell. "We almost never run on a board
, • IsKta.
Jerry Odlin (above) and David Worm (right).
(wooden) track, and so much of those races are
technique, it's hard to do much without the ex-
perience."
While indoor track and any honors it brings is
important to Odlin and Warren, both admit the
outdoor season is what really counts. "I have
much more fun running outdoors," says Warren.
And Odlin admits it may have been his casual
approach to the indoor season that accounts for his
success. "This year, I trained indoors as just
getting ready for the outdoor season. But when I
did so well in Murfreesboro, I got a little more
serious."
With the outdoor season only two days away, the
pair's specialties change with the switch.
Warren's becomes the 800 meters, though he is
eyeing the 1500 meters as a goal, too. And Odlin
trains for the 10,000 meters.
Also in Warren's future is a possible spot on the
British 1980 Olympic team, and he feels he has
good chance of making it.
"I've been the British champion in the 800
meters (last year), but I'm going to step up the
1500 permanently," Warren says. "I know Jerry's
goal is the team, too, but there's a real stock of
5,000 and 10,000 meters people in England. He'll
have a rougher time than I wilL"
Laurel, Clay Co. Perfect;
Lakers To Play Thursday
By the Associated Press
LEXINGTON — Top-ranked
Laurel County, looking for its
third straight state cham-
pionship, and 13th Region
champion Clay County will
take perfect records into the
Girls State Basketball
Tournament next week.
If all goes well for the two
'schools in first round play
Wednesday at Richmond, they
will meet in Friday's quar-
terfinals.
it Laurel won its 32nd game,
IN its 52nd straight over the
two seasons, Fr9t in winning12th Region championship
the third time with a 60-34
#ornp over Lincoln County on
tuesday.
Laurel meets Pikeville in
the opening game of the state
tourney at 1 p.m. Wednesday.
Pikeville edged Sheldon Clark
72-70 for the 15th Region
championship.
Clay County meets Fort
Knox, the 5th Region winners,
in the second game at 2:30
p.m. Fort Knox downed
Hardin 54-31 for the cham-
pionship.
Clay County defeated last
year's champion Cawood 51-45
for a 28-0 record and the 13th
Region crown.'
At 7:30 p.m. 4th Region
champion Allen County takes
on 3rd Region winner
Owensboro and at 9 p.m., 7th
Region winner Assumption
meets Paris, 10th Region
champs.
First-round play continues
Thursday at 1 p.m., with 11th
Region winner Lafayette
meeting Campbell County, 9th
Region champion. At 2:30, 2nd
region winner West Hopkins
takes on Leslie County,
winners of the 14th Region
title.
Butler, 6th Region winner,
meets 16th Region champion
Boyd County at 7:30 p.m.,
followed by a 9 p.m. contest
between 1st region champion
Calloway County and 8th
Region winners Oldham
County.
Quarterfinal play begins at 1
p.m. Friday and the two
semifinal games are
scheduled Saturday at 10:05
a.m. and 11:30a.m.
The championship game is
at 8:10 p.m. Saturday.
Michigan failed to make a
first down against Ohio State
In their 1950 game but still
won, 9-3.
In the 1977 game between
Grambling and Texas-
Southern, a total of 33
penalties were called, for a










Service On Any Size Mounted Er Boisrpormi
Truck or Farm Equipment Fr..
So* Arn or MIAs Kart!
Keel Purchase Tire
"Your Complete Tire Service Conte,"
NS Coldwater Rd. 153-7111
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MEMPHIS, Tenn. — It
wasn't pretty. In fact, "it was
more like a football game,"
said coach Johnny Reagan.
But it WAS a victory.
Murray State trailed twice
before finally overcoming a
stubborn Memphis State
squad for a 13-11 triumph
Wednesday afternoon in a
contest that opened the
Thoroughbreds' baseball
season.
Behind 7-2, Murray used a
six-run fourth ipning to take
the lead, at least for a while.
Second baseman Doran
Perdue walked, shortstop
Steve Sencibaugh singled and
Tom Fehn walked to load the
bases. After a popup, Robin
Courtney walked to score a
run, and Tony Threatt's fly
ball to rightfield scored
another.
Greg Tooley drew another
walk to load the bases again
before Memphis rightfielder
Ralph Garrett misplayed
Darrell Niswonger's fly ball,
allowing all three runs to
score.
Catcher David Orem's
single scored Niswonger from
third base for the inning's
final run.
But the Tigers scored four
--- tithes th-- the bottom of the
Inning, and the 'Bre& entered
their half of the sixth trailing
11-8.
Murray used a double by
Sencibaugh, scoring Orem,
and a single Fehn, scoring
Sencibaugh, to pull within 11-
10.
Then, in the seventh inning,
Threatt's bases-loaded walk
scored Orem, Sencibaugh
sacrificed Greg Tooley for
another tally before
Niswonger scored Murray's
final run after Fehn's
grounder to second base was
misplayed.
Lefthander Andy Rice
started for the 'Breds but was
relieved in the fourth after
allowing six earned runs.
Junior righthander Cliff
Buechel came on and, after
giving up four runs in the
fourth, shut out the Tigers the
rest of the way.
Memphis State, now 6-4, did
threaten in the ninth inning,
however, putting runners on
first and third with one out.
But a Courtney-to-Perdue-to-
Wagoner double play ended
the Tigers' hopes.
"It's pleasing to me to come
back like we did, particularly
against a team that may well
be considered a national
power later on," said Regan.
"We made some errors
(four), but we also made some











Circle Saturday and Sunday to
begin 18 consecutive days of
baseball. The Saturday game
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MSU Women Split
OCALA, Fla. — The Murray
State women's tennis team,
after dropping a morning
match to the University of
Houston, bounced back for a 9-
0 victory over Central Florida
Conomunitk College Thursday
afternoon.
The Racers, now 5-1, suf-
fered their first defeat in
falling to Houston 5-4. They
face Georgia State in Atlanta
Saturday, their final match in
the swing through the South.
Bitsy Ritt at No. 2 and Anne
Ress at No. 4 were the only
singles winners against
Houston. Rit won by default,
and Ress beat Becky
Gr1B3150M, 6-3,6-1.
All of Murray's players,
with the exeception of Ress,
won their singles matches i,a
straight sets against Central
Florida.
Ress dropped the first set
before downing Cindy Fee, 34,
6-3,6-1.
Hortadi, Murray 4
Karen Housman Hid Karen Weis 6-
2; Ban Ritt d. Melissa Zoelle def.;
Paulin (H) d. Lrul Martin 74 74; Anne
Rees d. Becky Gnsaom 6-3 6-1; Rhongs
Lewis (H) t Yvonne Utley 6-3 6-1, wr
Sailer (H) d. Becky Jones 6-4 6-1.
Hobsman-Pa din H W eis-RAt 7-9;41-
4; Utley-Martin d. Gressoin-Zoelle def.;
Jooes-Reas d. Lewis-Saffer 7.5447415v C.
Murray t, Fl.. Comm.
Weia d. Meg Povey 6-4. 74; Rat d. Deihl
Von Rodenetein 6-2 6-2; Martin d. Resin
Anderson 6.0.6.1. Rand. Cindy Fee 3-6 1-3
61. Utley d Pam Pongee 6.26-i; Jonerd.
Julie Johnson 63 60,
Weiralit d Povey-Fee 6-2 6-2; Mar0121-
Utley d Anderson-PtJrnke 6-9 6-2; Jon*
Rees 41. Von Rodenslein-Johnsan 6-1 61
Lowrance
LTP100 Fish-N-Temp
Will indicate the preferred tem-
perature and depths of the water for all
game fish. Completely portable, the
solid-state Fish-N-Temp is easy to carry
in the smallest of tackle boxes.
The 100 ft. cable and sensor stores
easily inside the case and cable is stam-





Butt type chain stringer, 9 hooks with
swivel, 46" long
SWIVELED•ROSTPROOf
9 SPRING STEEL SNAPS
STRONG STEEL CHAIN
'2495
Honey brown varnished bamboo pole
with aluminum, rolled-edge, slip-type






Hwy. 641 South-Murray, Ky. - 753-9491
Dalton Twist
Big Boss Colter, Still
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tip this weekend. We
will replace the tip for
$1.00 including labor.
51/2' Casting Rod, choice of 5 actions.'
Pistol Grip Handle, Ceramic Guides
New At Big Mac's
Complete Marine Supply Center
For 1979 we have added o Marine Department ot
Discobnt Prices and offer many marine items in
cluding, outboard and 1-0 props for Johnson
Evinrude and Mercury Marine Oil, Grease and
Spark Plugs Boot covers for all boats from 13' to
20' Trolling motors, marine batteries and battery
chargers, trailer accessories including tires, rims
bearings, lights, couplers, winches jack stands
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Syracu.se 316.31 vs Penn (234)




Toledo 22-7 vs Notre Dame 473-5 )





Louisville (641 ve Arkansas 244




Marquette 224) vs. DePaul (23-5)





A Syracuse-Penn winner vs Rutgers-St
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• lowsville-Arkansas winner vs Okla-




• Marquette-DePaul winner vs San Fran-
* eseco-UC1 A winner
NatWest Semifinals
Mardi 24
At Sett Late City
NatWest tliampisusidp
March 6







1:=Ca X 21 MM -
32 512 104
New Jersey 33 34 410 124
New Tart 22 41 414 11
Bo 20 41 3111 194-.
Calairal Divides








St Detroit 36 41 MB
New Orissa& 21 6 MO
Weaken Coaderenee
Midwest MAW=








las Angeles 40 29
San Diego 38 32
Portland 36 33
















Ptionux 126. Boston 117
Seattle 99, Phdadelptua 96
Milwaukee 1511 New Orleans 102
San Antonio Leo Angeles 112
Houston 129, City 107
Denver 120, N y100
San Diego 110, 105
Golden State 113, nta 96
Thursday's Games
Seattle at Cleveland
New Yort at Detroit





Phoenix at San Antonio
Kansas City at New Orleans
Chicago at Houston
New Jersey at Golden State
Atlanta at Los Angeles
Tennis Association
Officers and board mem-
bers were elected at the third
•
annual meeting of the Murray
'Tennis Association Monday
:.• night in the North Branch of
.• People's Bank.

















Olinger 4 0-1 6, Mobelizu 5 0-1 II
Alexasadar 12 1-4 M. Meer 5 1-2 0, Paillam
7 34 17, Guam 1 04 1. Tatals 34 4-14 n.
611.1LABILI (33 (MI
Begley 7 3-4 17, Con 1 0-02. Tbeinas 1364
31 Burkett 3 1-38,C.Sbacioan I HS, Gig I
04 II. Idounce • 44 G. Wal1nSS4S T4.410
11 11414 74.
Hantime-liezard 32, Pula ska Como X.
Rageletion-114411.
DE SALES Ml
Schneider 5 4-4 14, McCauley 5 44 14,
Weenier 8 0-1 II, Brooks 23-Il. Unwise 2
ISO 4, White 154 2. Totals 13 10-11 56
WARREN EAST in)
Cherry 504 1111, Lewis 1 1-2 3, Anthony 5 2-
912, Lawson 42410. Slick* 4 34 11, Seat 4
0-11. Herrick 1114 I. Dunn 0 2-2 2 Totals 6
10-29 31
Halftune-DeSales 26. Warren East 21
CAVERNA 1291
Stinson 1 2-2 It Ford 6 2-3 14. Woodard 7
14-15 26 Permit 4 4-6 12, Page 9 2-2 20,
Enrus 3 1-5 7. Vieaver 404 0 Totals 32 25-12
6
CLAY COUNTY 1051
Bishop 13 2-2 M. Bowling 4 34 11, Henson
2 0-2 4. little 6 3-5 15, Smith 6 3-313, Griffith
1 0-02, Ledford 42-4 10. Tidal M 13-23 85.
Halltune-Clay County 45, Cavern!. 40
GRANT COUNTY 1511
Simpscm 1 64 11. Kinsey 5 3-3 12, Hubbard
0 0-0 0, Howe 4 I-10 16. Wright 0 1-3 1.
('tiler 6 0-0 12, Welsh 004 0. Skimp 0 0-0 0,
Kenner 00-00, Poore 0 0-40, Hoover 0 0-0 0.
Jones 0 2-4 2. Totals 16 1949 51
LAFAYETTE (771
Stakebn 00-00. Rose 7 1-2 15, Wilson 99-1
16. Johnson 4 2-2 10, D.Minniefiekl 7 1-2 14,
K Mmniefield 0 0-0 0. Ely 2 0-1 4, Parrett 1
44 6, Giles 1 0-0 2. Gorham 1 0-0 2, Hance 2
0-1 4, Budzinski 0 0-0 0 Totals 34 9-13 77.





the retwment of J B Scearce heed
basketball coach. effective at the end of
the 197940 season
Elects Officers
Vickie Lance, secretary and
treasurer.
Board of Director members
are: Ann Bloom, Rainey
Apperson, Eddie Hunt and Sue
Overby. Overby, the outgoing
president, conducted the
meeting.











for April 28-29, and a santioned
junior tournament is set for
June 28-29. The annual
summer clinic for youngsters
is also being planned.
The membership drive is
now in progress, and an open
meeting will be held April 2 at
7 p.m.





Generals looked right at home
to their coach, Jock
Sutherland, in hammering
Grant County and moving
closer to the boys state high
school basketball crown they
are favored to win.
"You know my boys were
born in the alley," Sutherland
said Wednesday night. ''I even
thought about throwing some
cans and bottles out there just
to make them feel at home."
The Braves must have felt
as if Sutherland had thrown
the kitchen sink as the
Generals strolled to a 77-51
first-round victory.
In other first-round games
Wednesday, Pulaski County
rallied to clip Hazard 76-73 in
overtime; Warren East rode a
fourth-quarter surge to edge
Louisville DeSales 58-56, and
Caverna struggled from
behind to eliminate Clay
County 89-85.
Ashland and Owensboro
faced off in today's opener and
Harrison County met Mayfield
in the other afternoon game.
Louisville Westport takes on
Fort Thomas Highlands and
Virgie collides with Christian
County tonight to complete
first-round play.
Pulaski County challenges
Warren East and Caverna
tackles Lafayette in brackets
already set for Friday's
semifinal round.
Lafayette, 33-1, used strong
second-and fourth-quarter
defense to swamp the Braves,
who closed at 34-2.
, "They (the Braves)' Wound
up in kind of a free-lance game
Milwaukee Blasts
Jazz, Scores 158
By the Associated Press
According to Milwaukee's
Junior Bridgeman, the best
offense is a good defense.
"The key was our pressure
defense," Bridgeman said
Wednesday night after scoring





Plus luxury exiles Ilse these
at no extra cost:




• Extra Quiet insulation.
• Best EPA" gasoline mileage of
domestic compact
22 estimatedmpg 32 hestimateishway 
• 'When tested with optional (at no extra cost) 4
CYlIrsder engine and standard manual trainsrmssion
These figures we for compartsOn purposes Your
results may way due to dreeing speed, weather
conditions and trip length Acton, hiShvcer rfule-494
may be leis
'St:yeast err conditioning list price appeies to es Agg<
Spirit, Concord and Facer models equipped with
lactory.Instadled Ws conditioning ordered between
March 1 and May 10 or delivered from dealer stock
by way 31, 1979
any
• Color-keyed full wheel covers
• Front disc brakes.
• Smooth, quiet ride.
• Trunk carpeting and covered
spare tire.
• The AMC Buyer Protection
Plan b —with the only full 12,000
mile/ 12 month warranty offered
by any car maker.
• And many more.
$4697
Last once tor Concord DT 2-Door Including ew
conditioning and dealer prep Destination than!, s
state and local taxes, options extra
AMCVU Concord
Cain AMC, Jeep, Inc.
U.S. 641 North — 753-6448
Milwaukee Bucks to a club-
point mark as they played a
158-102 tune on the hapless
New Orleans Jazz.
"We got them down and
wouldn't let up," Bridgeman
added. "It became a fun sort
of thing."
The Bucks scored the
game's first seven points and
gradually stretched their lead
to 48-27, 71-47 at halftime, 115-
74 after three periods and 142-
92 on a fourth-quarter basket
by Lloyd Walton.
The old single-game scoring
record — 152 points in a triple-
overtime game against the
New York Knicks last season
— fell by the wayside as the
Bucks shot 65.1 percent and
poured in a club record 69 field
goals.
Elsewhere in the National
Basketball Association, the
San Antonio Spurs beat the
Los Angeles Takers 125-112,
the Houston Rockets trounced
the Kansas City Kings 129-107,
the Golden State Warriors
trimmed the Atlanta Hawks
113-98, the San Diego Clippers
downed the Portland Trail
Blazers 110-105, the Seattle
SuperSonics shaded the
Philadelphia 76ers 99-96, the
Denver Nuggets defeated the
New Jersey Nets 120-110 and
the Phoenix Suns eclipsed the
Boston Celtics 126-117,
Spurs 125, Lakers 112
George Gervin pumped in 34
points to reach the 12,000-point
plateau in only his seventh pro
season as San Antonio handed
Los Angeles its fifth con-
secutive loss. Gervin, the
NBA's leading scorer this
season and last year's scoring
champ, hit 20 points in the first
half. It was the 10th victory in
the last 12 games for the
Spurs, who held Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar to six points in
the first half, although he
finished with 20. Jamaal
Wilkes led Los Angeles with
28.
Rockets 129, Kings 107
Rudy Tomjanovich scored
30 points to lead six Rockets in
double figures. Tomjanovich
connected on nine of 12 shots
in the first half. Calvin
Murphy and Moses Malone
added 18 points apiece while
Bill Robinzine scored a
season-high 32 for Kansas




Nuggets 120, Nets 110
Dan Issel scored 24 points to
pace Denver, which opened a
55-38 halftime lead and was
never challenged in the final
two periods.
and that's just what we
wanted," Sutherland said. "I
think we're the best team in
the state tournament. We've
proved it all year. Now we've
gotta prove it again."
Tony Wilson led, .I.frifayette
with 18 points; Dirk Min-
niefield added 16, including
eight in the fourth period;
Kurt Rose tallied 15 and
Junior Johnson 10.
Steve Howe paced Grant
County with 16 points, while
Lance Kinsey and Bob Pfister
added 12 apiece.
Caverna trailed scrappy
Clay County by 13 points late
in the first half, but inched
back on the inside scoring of
Tim Woodard, who pumped in
28 points. Todd Stinson hit two
free throws to put the Colonels
ahead for good at 84-83 and
Tim Percell sealed the victory
with a three-point play that
made it 87-83 with 26 seconds
to go. °
Kevin Page added 20 points
for Caverna, 27-4. Demetrius
Ford scored 14 points and
Percell 12.
Glenn Bishop scored 28
points for the Tigers, 26-4. Joe
Lyttle and Greg Smith each
had 15 points, Jim Bowling 11
and Mark Ledford 10.
Reserve guard Ronnie East
hit an 18-footer with four
seciinds to go as Warren East
outscored DeSales 19-5 over
the final four minutes.
"He (East) has been
wanting to take one all year,"
said Raider Coach Dallas
Embry, who also praised his
team's pressing man-to-man
defense, which was unveiled
in the closing minutes.
"We just didn't handle the
Controversy Arises Once Again
Over Female Reporters' Rights
By the Associated Press
MIAMI — Baltimore Orioles
Manager Earl Weaver says
before women are allowed in
the team's locker room they
"should have to have a letter
from their parents."
But General Manager Hank
Peters said Wednesday that
since Baseball Commissioner
Bowie Kuhn lifted his
guidelines which barred
women from the clubhouse,
female reporters will be
allowed in the team's dressing
quarters as of opening day.
"As long as they have
proper press credentials,
women will be given free
access to our clubhouse with
no time limit," Peters said.
"The only thing we're doing is
installing a wall several feet in
front of the door leading from
the locker room to the
shower."
Pitching coach Ray Miller
said: "They all talk about how
embarrassed the women will
be. Well, I know I'm going to
be embarrassed."
pressure this time," said
DeSales Coach Lucian Hague.
"They were hoping we
wouldn't handle the press and
we didn't."
Tony Anthony scored 12





SHREVEPORT, La. — Bob
Vanatta, Commissioner of the
Ohio Valley Conference and
the man who led Memphis
State University basketball to
national prominence in the
late 19508, has been named
Commissioner of the new
Trans America Athletic
Conference.
Vanatta will assume duties
with the Trans America — a
Division I basketball-oriented
league — on June 1, and will





TAAC president Dr. Jesse!,




the Ohio Valley Conference for
the past three years, coached
Memphis State to three ap-
pearances in the National
Invitation Tournament and
one in the NCAA post-season
meet during a six-year Sttnt
(1956-62).
His 1956 Memphis State
team posted a 24-6 record and
gained national attention by
finishing second in the NIT,
losing to Bradley, 84-83, on a
last-second shot in Madison
Square Garden.
Vanatta posted a 99-34
record at Memphis State. His
1960-61 team went 20-3, still the
best win percentage (.870) in
school history.
Vanatta also coached
basketball at the University of
Missouri, Bradley, Army,
Southwest Missouri State, and
Central Methodist during a 21-
year coaching career. He led
Bradley to the NCAA meet,
won two National Association
of Intercollegiate Athletics
titles at Southwest Missouri
State, and took five con-
ference championships in







See Us Now For
Spring Car Service
Lube, Oil, Filter And Tire Service
SPRING SERVICE PACKAGE
8 serviitcieonsaellPtraV 'Zed.
HELPS PROTECT YOUR ENGINE AND TIRES AGAINST SUMMER NEAT
• Chassis lube and oil change,
with up fo 5 quarts maior brand
Oil (10W30 or 40) • Includes
new, oil filter • Check fluid
levels for transmissron, brake.
differential, and power Steering
systems - add fluid where
needed • Check all tires for re-
commended air pressure • In-
cludes light trucks and vans •
Please call for appointment





HELPS GET YOUR CAR READY FOR SUMMER DRIVING
• Dismount two winter tires
and remount two regular tires
(autos only) • Computer bal-
ance those two wheels • In-
spect other tires and check air
pressure • Provide two free




4-cyl fecyl I try,
Includes listed parts and labor -
no extra charge Mr sof coridltioned cars.
SA less for electronic ignition.
11406 !NIXIE (WICK STARTS
• Electronic engine. charging, and starting
systems analysis • Install new points, plugs,
condenser rotor • Set dwell and timing • Ad.
rust carburetor • Includes Datum. Toyota. VW,
and light trucks
Warranted X days or 3,11410
veddirrer awes fast
Brake Service -Your Choice
$69" Additional parts and servicesextra il needed
HELPS MAINTAIN STOPPING POWER
2-WHEEL FRONT DISC: Install new
front brake pads and grease seals
• Resurface front rotors • Repack OR
front wheel bearings • Check Cali-
pers and hydraulic system • Add
fluid (does not include rear wheels)
Warranted 12 months or 12,000
4-WHEEL DRUM: Install new brake
lining, all 4 wheels • New front
grease seals • Resurface drums •
Repack front bearings • Inspect hy-
draulic system • Add fluid • Most
U.S cars. most Datsun, Toyota, VW
miles, whichever comes first
SIX-RIB POLYESTER
$22A78-13 biackwail.chat $1.63 F.E.T.and old tire.
Power Streak 78
Six-rib design. Long-wearing tread.
Dependable, smooth-riding diagonal-
















RAIN CHECK If we sell Out of your size we will issue you a
rain check, assuring future delivery at the advertised price
*NATIONWIDE AUTOMOTIVE
SERVICE LIMITED WARRANTY
All Goodyear service is warranted
Oar at least 90 days w 31000 miles,
whichever comes first - many ser-
vices, much longer. If warranty
sink* is ever required, go to the
Goodyear Service Store where Me
original work was performed, and
we'll fit it, free. it. however, you're
more than SO miles from the originai
store, go to any of Goodyear's 1300
Service stores astionwier
.Mist Say 'Charge le..
, Goodyecx
IP011714 MIL' _Le, !hliv°13irgelvilcrount
121 11.012th Street
1.1w en 04 lb.. 7 OM., rent le by, Chir Ovel
COASOM4111 Credo Pia. • m4s14, C.,•,44 • Tie,.
• /17.•••C•11 rapecivo Card •




. We do professional work.
• We do only the work you authorize.
• We return worn-out parts.
• We honor our auto service
warranty nationwide. •
Store Manager Robert B. Itedelpli, Jr.
Goodyear Service Store
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NCAA Region Semis Will Trim Number To Eight
By the Associated Press
In case you hadn't heard,
Marquette and DePaul and
Louisville and Arkansas are




The problems those four
teams face are the same ones
that San Francisco and
Oklahoma face, but in a far
different way.
You see, second-ranked
UCLA and No.1 Indiana State
are also playing tonight and,
as might be expected, the
Bruins and Sycamores are
getting the lions' share of the
attention.
Marquette, ranked 10th,
faces sixth-ranked DePaul in
the opener of the West
Regional semifinals at Provo,
Utah. Then San Francisco,
ranked 12th, goes winst a
bunch of Bruins intent on
proving that UCLA belongs
back at the top, where it
reigned for so many years.
In the Midwest Regional
semifinals at Cincinnati, No.
13 Louisville opposes fifth-
ranked Arkansas, then 16th-
rated Oklahoma takes on the
Sycamores, who are equally
intent on proving that Indiana
State belongs right where it is
— No. 1 in the rankings.
There are eight other teams
- all ranked — waiting in the
wings for their chance to
advance to the regional finals.
On Friday night in the East
semis, it's No. 8 Syracuse
facing No. 14 Pennsylvania
and No. 17 St. John's playing
No. 18 Rutgers at Greensboro,
N.C. And on the same night,
the Mideast semis at
Indianapolis send No. 4 Notre
Dame against No. 19 Toledo
and No. 3 Michigan State
against No. 7 Louisiana State.
The NCAA has to share the
spotlight tonight with the
National Invitation Tour-
nament's third-round games.
Old Dominion visits 15th-
ranked Purdue and Alabama
takes on Texas A&M in
Houston, with the winners
playing each other next
Monday night in the
semifinals at Madison Square
Garden. Indiana and Ohio
State, who received third-
round byes, will play the other
semifinal leading to next
Wednesday night's NIT
championship matchup.
UCLA, which had a few
centers of note (Lew Alcindor,
Steve Paterson, Swen Naler
and Bill Walton) during its
championship seasons, now
must overcome San Fran-
cisco's 7-foot-1, 255-potaid All-
America Bill Carberight,
owner of a 24.1-point scoring
average and an NCAA-leading
16 rebounds a game. Among
the Dons' other starters are 6-
8 Guy Williams, 6-8 Bart
Bowers and 6-6 Doug Jemison.
"They are big and physical
and also very quick,"
acknowledges Bruins Coach
Gary Cunningham. "They'll
be the biggest team we've
played this season."
The Marquette-DePaul
game is a rematch of the
teams' regular-season
thriller, when Gary Garland's
basket just before the buzzer
gave DePaul a 61-60 victory.
"We always play close," says
DePaul Coach Ray Meyer.
"They know us. We know
The Korth Calloway Laker*, recent winners in the Calloway County eighth grade tournament, finished their season with e 7-4
record. Front row, from left, ere: Allen McClard, scorer; Maxie Puckett, manager; Bruce Lamb, Mark Willie, Rob Anderson,
Russell Usher, Mark Thorn, Jimmy Parrish and John Mark Potts, manager. Back row ore Glenda Calabro, student assistant; John
Mark Roberts, manager; Randall Duncan, Steve Young, Keith Lovett, Bryan Tebbetts, Ricky Watson, Todd Albritton, Van Bucy,
Darren Paschall and coach Johnny Gingles. Photo by Melissa Jones
ANNUALININE DEsk
CLEARANCE
Tremendous Savings On Beautiful MAI Desks
Available In:
Pecan, Maple or Pine
Mar-resistant 72"s 411" writing
surface, five drawers plus
locking file drawer make this














Limited Quantities. All pr
picked up at store.
FLOW
Mar-resistant 26 a 54- writ=
surface with hardwood banding
and seven drawers Features
all-wood, hand-rubbed fronts
Rugged construction includes




HRS 9-5 MON. SAT
S-8 on Fill APPLIANCES
them. They know our style.
We know their style. It should
be a good game and it will go




Louisville's Cardinals on his
mind at the moment. "Anyone
of their starters could have a
20-point night. They're ex-
plosive. They have as much
talent as anyone we've
played," he says.
But he's also looking ahead
to a possible date with the
unbeaten Sycamores.
"Indiana State, day in and
day out, may be the better
team (than his Razorbacks)
but at this stage of the game
anyone who's left has a shot."
Denny Crum, Louisville's
coach, expressed a bit of
concern over Arkansas'
methodical style. He said he
would have preferred to face a
run-and-gun team.
"They do an excellent job of
controlling the tempo," Crum
said of the Razorbacks.
"Personally, I don't like their
tempo, but I can't argue with
their results. They do what
they have to to win."
Lee Rose, Purdue's coach,
is also looking ahead — a lat
further ahead than Sun.
"We've been learning to pity
together and I think wale
beginning to develop soar
confidence," he said of his
Boilermakers, the only ranked
team left in the NIT.
RX7
Voted by car and driver magazines as the
most significant new import car for 1979.
+0*
GLC













































"The place where thousands are saving millions"
HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
PADUCAH, KY.
MURRAY BRANCH, 12TH & MAIN
*Feriewol regulations require a substantial interest penalty for early
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Gov. Carroll Takes Newborn's
I Place As UK Shows Off System
By MARIA BRADEN '
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API —
Guy. Julian Carroll took the
, piece of a newborn infant
when the University of




was a simulation of an actual
rmn, demonstrating the
system developed under an





pediatrics in the division of
neonatology who developed
the system, and Kathy Tepas,
head nurse in the neonatal
intensive care unit, were
aboard the Kentucky National
-Guard helicopter that flew to
the state Capitol to bring the
-governor and a doll back to the
4:JK hospital.
The system is used to bring
sYritically ill babies to the
medical center from
-anywhere in Kentucky or
r..estside the state.
71' Dr. Melnick said an efficient
transportation system is a
AMdamental requirement for
tegionalization of perinatal
tare, or care of critically-ill
"newborn infants.
Using helicopter tran-
sportation adds to the speed
with which a newborn can be
brought to the hospital, but the
key components of the system
are the trained medical team
and a highly sophisticated
piece of equipment known as a
modular transport incubator,
which has full life support
Systems.
A baby is placed in the in-
cubator for the return tnp to
the hospital after the medical
team has stablized its con-
dition. Dr. Melnik said it gives
an infant the best possible
chance for survival, whether
transported by helicopter or
ambulance.
The baby is transferred
from the incubator to a
specially designed bed in the
UK neonatal intensive care
unit after arrival in
Lexington.
The equipment was loaded
onto the helicopter Wednesday
as usual but was not used
since the team wasn't tran-
sporting a baby.
Figures provided by Dr.
Melnick on the seven runs
taken since the system was
established earlier this year
show the medical team can
mobilize in 30-45 minutes when
a • physician requests
assistance. They can be on the
scene in less than an hour in
most cases when using a
helicopter. An ambulance is
used at night or in bad
weather.
The physician and nurse
spend 1-2 hours stabilizing an
infant at the scene before
placing him in the incubator to
make the return trip.
The grant to develop a
transport system was shared
equally by the UK Depart-
ment of Pediatrics and
Emergency Medical Services.
...THE NEWS IN BRIEF...
NATIONAL
DALLAS (AP) — The scene
in the cockpit was ?fin
Doctors and crew membet
labored to save the life of
Capt. Uoyd Wilcox, stricken
by a massive heart attack as
his gleaming orange Boeing
747 cruised 33,000 feet over the
Pacific Ocean.
But beyond the cockpit door
was calm. The 331 passengers
on Braniff International
Flight 502 from Honolulu to
Dallas were unaware of the
drama.
Not even Wilcox's wife of
three years, Theresa, who
supervised the plane's team of
16 stewardesses, was told her
husband was dead until
shortly before the plane
landed in Dallas.
Wilcox, 59, two months





VATICAN CITY (API — In
his first encyclical, Pope John
Paul II warned today that
technologically advanced,
consumer societies threaten to
make human beings "the
slave of things."
He also assailed nations that
give "only atheism the right of
citizenship," pledged the
church to defend human
freedom, condemned the
widening gap between rich
and poor and denounced the
arms buildup.
"We all know well," he said,
"that the areas of misery and
hunger on our globe could
have been made fertile in a
short time if the gigantic in-
vestments for armaments at
the service of war and
destruction had been changed
into investments for food at
the service of life."
The 18,000-word encyclical,
an authoritative form of papal
teaching, was addressed to the
world's Roman Catholics and
also to -all men and women of
goodwill."
In it, the pope from Com-
munist Poland specified ,no
nations by name, but he said
the curtailment and violation
of religious freedoms are in
contrast with man's dignity
and his objective rights....
'It is therefore difficult,
even from a 'purely human'
point of view, to accept a
position that gives only
atheism the right of citizen-
ship in public and social life,
while believers are barely
tolerated or are treated as
second-class citizens or are
even — and this has already
happened — entirely deprived
of the rights of citizenship.'
In the "name of all
believers," he appealed to
governments everywhere to
"respect the rights of religion
and of the church's activity.
No privilege is asked for, but
only respect for an elemen-
tary right."
The pope said the modern
age has brought "a time of
great progress" but also "a
time of threat in many forms
for man."
Already, he said, there is a
"real perceptible danger" of
man losing "his dominion"
and becoming "subject to




himself or the place in the
visible world that belongs to
him," the pope said. "He
cannot become the slave of
things, the slave of economic
systems, the slave of
production, the slave of his
own products.
"A civilization purely
materialistic in outline con-
demns man to such
slavery.. It is a matter of the
whole dynamism- of life and
civilization."
end of a distinguished 35-year
career, was stricken about 3
a.m. Wednesday as his plane
was about a half hour west of
Los Angeles.
Co-pilot James Cunningham
and 2nd Officer Robert Barnes
landed the plane 19 minutes




President Carter estimates an
Egyptian-Israeli treaty will
cost American taxpayers
about $5 billion. Key members
of Congress say that's a small
price to pay for peace.
Both Republicans and
Democrats said Wednesday
that they foresee little trouble
in approving new military and
economic aid requests
associated with the treaty.
Carter, who planned to
begin a long weekend at Camp
David today, briefed about 50
members of the Senate and
House on his peace mission
Wednesday at the -White
House.
He was deliberately vague
in his estimates, stressing that
costs could go up if, for
exarfiple, Saudi Arabia with-
draws its military aid to
Egypt to punish it for signing a
treaty with Israel.
INTERNATIONAL
VATICAN CITY I AP) —In
his first encyclical, Pope John
Paul II warned today that
technologically advanced,
consumer societies threaten to
make human beings "the
slave of things."
He also assailed nations that
give only atheism the right of
citizenship," pledged the
church to defend human
freedom, condemned the
widening gap between rich
and poor and denounced the
arms buildup.
"We all know well that the
areas of misery and hunger on
our globe could have been
made fertile in a short time if
the gigantic investments for
armaments at the service of
war and destruction bad been
changed into investments for
food at the service of life," he
said. The 18,000-word en-
cyclical was addressed to the
world's Roman Catholics and
also to "all men and women of
good will."
JERUSALEM (AP) — The
defense ministers of Israel
and Egypt are flying to
Washingtan-todayto coMplett
military details of the
Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty.
Israel's Ezer Weizman and
Egypt's Kamel Hasan All are
expected to spend about two
days winding up the military
annex spelling out such
specifics as the lines to which
Israeli troops will fall back as
they pull out of the Sinai
Peninsula,
Israel's Cabinet on Wed-
nesday approved the last two
compromises proposed by




A troupe of 12 Vanderbilt
University graduate students
will present a program of five
short plays in the French
language at Murray State
University on Friday evening,
March 23.
All rollicking comedies from
the Gay Nineties, the plays
will begin at 7:30 p.m. in the
Student Center auditorium.
The presentation. will mark
the first time plays have been
done in French on the campus.
Plays on the program in-
clude one by Feydeau entitled
"Fiances en herbe"
(Sweethearts in the Bud) and





Open at 5 p.m.











OPEN FOR THE SEASON•
MARCH 21
Carol and Dick Thomas





"La Paix chez soi" Peace at
Home), and "La Peur des
coups" (Fear of Being Beaten
Up).
The program is sponsored
by the College of Humanistic
Studies, the Department of
Foreign Languages, the
French Club, and Zeta
Omicron chapter of Pi Delta
Phi national French honor
society.
Dr. Bert Ball, associate
professor of French at Murray
State, arranged the presen-
tation with the director of the
troupe, Dr. Dan Church, after
seeing plays in French at
Vanderbilt last year.
"My summation of the plays
I saw is that they were
professional and well-done —
and extremely entertaining,"
Ball said. "All the students
who participated speak either
native French or as well as
natives."
Explaining that the
program is an attempt to call
attention to the foreign
languages, Ball added that he
hopes high school and college
classes will attend, along with
other interested people in the
community.
He said a contribution of Al
per person will be solicited to




COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The Beverly Hills Supper Club
fire damage trial will be
postponed until April 2, U.S.
District Court officials said
Wednesday.
U.S. District Judge Carl
Rubin had scheduled the trial
to begin March 19, but court
officials said both Rubin and
U.S. pistrict Judge Eugene
Slier have criminal cases
scheduled for the next two
weeks.
Under the federal Speedy
Trial Act the judges must
expedite criminal matters
before civil' matters, court
officials said.
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SPRING CLEAN-UP ROUTES — The city has been dvided into five sections to facilitate the picking up of tree and '1• shrub trimmings, leaves, grass and weeds during the annual spring clean-up and beautification which will beginMarch 19, according to Ray Clark, city street superintendent. The sections of town and the dates the sections will be• picked up are shown on this map. Two days have been allotted for each section's collection. Trimmings should bestacked in neat piles no more than six feet long and six inches in diameter. Leaves, grass, weeds and small trimmings






Rates Allowed By Banking Law.
90 days, 6 months or 12 months maturity. $100 minimum
One year or two years maturity, $1,000 minimum
30 months maturity, $1,000 minimum
4 years maturity, $1,000 minimum
6 year maturity, $1,000 minimum
8-10 year maturity, $1,000 minimum







Effective 13-15-71 thin 3-21-79 Money Market Certificates 9.457%
Six months, $10,000 minimum New rotes established weekly
Federal regulations prohibit the tisk
compounding of interest on Mosey
Market Certificates.
Any Certificate in which the amount or maturity is altered must be re-written within ten days alter the maturity of the existing
Certificate.
PENALTY FOR WITHDRAWAL r RUM 10 M.ATIRJTY OF A TIME_DEPOSIT 
As a result of FOIC regulations which became effective July 5, 1973, you may not withdraw all or any part of your time deposit
prior to maturity, except with the consent of this bank, which may be given only at the time such request for withdrawal is made.
At such time the bank may, but is not required to, give its consent. If the bank does consent the following penalty will beassessed on the amount withdrawn.
The depositor may not receive interest from the date of deposit on the amount withdrawn at a rate in excess of the maximum
rate which may be paid on sayings deposits by this bank on the date of withdrawal and the depositor shall forfeit all interestcalculated at such savings deposit rate whether accrued and unpaid, or paid to or for the depositor's account, on the amount
withdrawn for a period of three months or for the period since the Sate of the deposit, whichever is loss. Where necessary I.



















Beatles Are Still Big Business
15 Years After U.S. Introduction
By MARK POTTS
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Fifteen
years after they were in-
troduced to America on the Ed
Sullivan show, 10 years after
they last entered a recording
studio together, the Beatles
are still big business.
Its not exactly that the
Beatles need it. The four
members of the group that
revolutionized music in the
196(s — Paul McCartney, John
Lennon, George Harrison and
Ringo Starr — made millions
in the first flush of success and
now have separate, successful
careers. But now their work
together is making loads of
money for other people.
Their label, Capitol
Records, reports that the
group's records still sell
millions of copies a year.
"Beatlemania," a stage show
using Beetle look-and sound-
alikes, is doing well on
Broadway and on a nation-
wide tour. And Beetle
memorabilia is highly prized
by collectors and commands
impressive prices.
The Beetle boom is not just
attributable to nostalgia.
Many of the fans are
teenagers, some of whom
weren't born when the group's
long hair was shocking the
nation in 1964.
At a recent gathering of
Beetle fans in New York at the
fifth annual Beatlefest, half
the crowd appeared to be
younger than the Beetle
legend.
"This is weird — I really
feel old," said fan Walter
Winnick. Winnick is 23.
--"Half the crowd is adults
and half the crowd is
teenagers. They're second-
generation Beetle fans," said
Mark Lapidos, organizer of





— Formal sentencing is
scheduled March 30 for Sheila
Wilson of Hopkinsville, who
was found guilty of murder in
the shooting death of her
husband.
The Christian Circuit Court
isoj that convicted Mrs.
n Tuesday evening set
sentence at 20 years in
prison. The jury of six men
*Ad six women deliberated 22
hours.
Sentencing will be by Judge
Stephen White, who presided
over the two-day trial.
Her husband, Michael
Wilson, 29, was shot Feb. 2,
1978, on a rural Christian
County road. His body was not
discovered until last April in a
creek bed.
Robert Goff, 28, from
Gaston County, N. C., is to go
on trial later charged with
murder in the same case.
Mrs. Wilson did not testify in
her trial. But she allegedly
told police in a statement that
was read at the trial that she,
Wilson and Goff were at the
scene of the shooting. She said
she heard two shots and that
Goff returned to the truck and
said, "I shot him."
Authorities contend Wilson
was killed because he was
about to tell authorities Goff
was a fugitive from South
Carolina.
similar events in Chicago and
Los Angeles.
Lapidos won't say how
much he makes from
organizing Beatlefests, but it's
enough to allow he and his
wife, Carol, to make a living
doing it full time.
Lapidos put together his
first New York Beatlefest in
1974, and they've played to
capacity crowds ever since.
With a minimum of ad-
vertising, this one drew more
than 6,000 Beatlemaniacs at
an average price of $8 a head.
And that was just where
their spending began. Inside,
there were 4 large meeting
rooms and a huge ballroom
full of Beatles' films, artwork
by fans, guest speakers and a
flea market, the latter the
event's most popular area.
There, devotees of the four
Liverpudlians could buy
anything from buttons to
trading cards to records to
movies — all at impressive
prices.
A copy of the rare
"Yesterday ... And Today"
album with the rare cover
showing the Beatles holding
what appear to be dead babies
can fetch 8250 —50 times what
it cost new. Reproductions of
the cover photograph were
selling for $3 each — and were
also available on T-shirts and
posters.
Bob luliucci, who was
selling films and videotapes of
old Beetle performances, said
business was "great." luliucci
Somerset Applies
For Housing Units
SOMERSET, Ky. (AP) —
The Housing Authority of
Somerset is applying for 70
additional units of public
housing, and the city is going
to ask the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban
Development for $14,000 to
plan and survey for the
project.
Somerset currently has 174
units of public housing. No
new city-owned public housing
has been constructed in about
10 years because of H'UD




chairman of the Lake Cum-
berland Housing Agency, said
HUD's policy will change this
fall in favor of the former
municipally owned public
housing of a decade ago.
Taiwanese Group
To Visit Kentucky
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky Agriculture
Commissioner Tom Harris
said Wednesday he has
received word from
Taiwanese officials that a
fourth procurement mission
will visit the United States and
return to Kentucky in June.
Harris said the letter he
received from the Nationalist
Chinese didn't indicate what
they intended to purchase, but
that they probably are in-
terested in tobacco, soybeans.
corn, and possibly wheat.
He said the letter said the
Taiwanese appreciated the
courtesy with which they were
treated on their first buying








When It Comes To
Discounts!
No Matter What
Age You Are, We
Automatically Figure
Your Discount
To the Lowest Penny




The Price You Pay Is What
Saves You Money




WE FILL STATE MESICAll P ESCRIPTION
also would not say what his
annual income from Beetle
memorabilia was, but he
would admit to it being "in
five figures."
luliucci got into the Beetle
business three years ago by
combining two hobbies —
Beetle music and film. Now he
travels the country selling his
wares to Beetle fans —
whether they need them or
not. "In Houston I sold over
1300 worth of films to a woman
wbo didn't even own a
projector," he said. "She just
wanted the films."
For the most hardcore
Beetle fans, Beatlefest is
heaven. And the fans react to
the goings-on with fervor
reminiscent of the height of
Beatlemania in 1964; girls still
scream when their favorite
Beetle's face appears during
one of the endless string of
movies being shown. And
Beetle sound-alike contests
are perennial favorites.
The less devoted partake of
more moderate celebrations.
The "Beatlemania" stage
show is scoffed at by a lot of
Beetle fans who resent the
slick presentation of ersatz
Beatles, but it's heading for its
third year on Broadway.
And the real thing, or at
least recorded versions of it,
keeps Capitol Records'
financial affairs healthy
Rarely is a Beetle albiun out
of the list of 200 best-selling
albums, and any time new
interest in the group flares,
several of the albums re-enter
the ranks of 100-top-wiling
albums.
The Beatles themselves are
still highly commercial.
Harrison's latest album and
single are heading up the
charts, and McCartney
recently signed a recording
deal with Columbia Records
said to be worth $2 million an
album plus $2 for each record
sold — the most lucrative
recording contract in history.
Of course, not all Beetle-
related ventures make money.
Two of 1978's biggest box-
office flops were movies
peripherally involving the
group's music: "I Wanna Hold
Your Hand" and "Sgt. Pep-
per's Lonely Heart's Club
Band."
But to Capitol Records and
people like Lapidos and
luliucci, the Beatles are still
something that people will
spend money on. As one fan
said after surveying the flea
market at Beatlefest, "The
Beatles used to sing 'All You
Need is Love.' Now all you
need is cash."
GAS SQUEEZE — James Monohan, attendant at ser-
vice station in downtown Portland, Ore., displays sign
telling potential customers to look elsewhere for
gasoline. Monohan said signs were sent by Chevron to
company-owned stations. Several Portland-area
stations have curtailed business hours to conserve
fuel. A cutback in supplies has coupled with record
demand to cause the gas squeeze.
(AP Laserphoto)
Nixon Says He Was
Briefed On Treaty
NEW YORK (AP) — For-
mer President Richard M.
Nixon said Wednesday he was
briefed "from Air Force One"
on the terms of the Middle
East peace treaty and lauded
the achievement.
The agreement may be
costly, but the price of war
between Egypt and Israel
would be much higher, the
former president told
reporters at New York
Hospital, where Nixon's
daughter, Tricia, gave birth
Wednesday to his first
grandson.
Nixon said his assessment of
the agreement was based on a
briefing by President Carter's
foreign affairs adviser
Zbigniew Brzezinski from
aboard the presidential air-
plane.
Nixon said he understood
"the cost is going to be con-
siderable" but urged bipar-
tisan support for the initiative
because the cost of war would
be "infinitely greater."
He called the peace terms




Sadat "a very significant
movement forward, not only
for those countries but for the
rest of the area."
Nixon said the next step was
peace "for the whole area;"
and added that he was "very
happy to see that President
Carter is working toward dila
goal."
The former president flew to
New York from San Clemente
and termed his 7-pound, 5%-
ounce grandson, Christopliet,
"a very handsome lad."
Committee Expected '
To Make Decision On
Expansion Of Airport
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
A citizens advisory committee
is expected to make a decision
next week on the proposed
expansion of Blue Gram
Airport here.
The 11-member committee
will report to the Urbe0-
County Airport Board, which
will decide what action to take
on a consultant's recom-
mendation that a $20.2 million
runway be constructed
southeast of the existing
runway.
Farmers and neighborhood
groups near the airport have
protested the plan, saying the
new runway is not needed and
that the estimated cost figure
is far too conservative.
Oga-
AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER
WITH AUTO-MAGIC FM TUNING
STA-85 by Realistic
Auto-Magic fine-tunes and locks-in FM stations
— automatically! FM muting cuts interstation
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School Officials May Opt To Not Make Up Fve Days This Year
By HERBERT SPARROW
• Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
.1 Kentucky schools will have
• the option of not making up
five days missed this year
because of winter weather.
However, some schools
which went longer hours to
build up a reserve of time
were left holding a tirneclock.
After several hours of
.:iiebate spread over two days
.of its regular quarterly
.:Ineeting, the state Board for
...Elementary and Secondary
'Education Wednesday agreed
to grant up to five calamity
days because of winter
weather or other emergencies
such as floods.
State law requires 175 days
of classroom instruction each
school year, but allows the
state board to grant exemp-
tions in the case of
emergencies. The board
directed the staff of the
Department of Education to
approve any amended school
calendar that will get in 170
days of teaching.
The board also said local
districts could not make up
more than five other days
missed because of bad
weather through extended
hours or so-called snow bank
days already accumulated
through longer hours.
The snow bank approach
was also approved by the 1978
legislature, but the board had
not made any approval of
snow bank days until Wed-
nesday.
Some school districts have
already gone the equivelant of
Vietnam Troops Said To
Be Harrassing Chinese
By DENIS D. GRAY
Associated Press Writer
- BANGKOK, Thailand (AP)
— Vietnam's troops were
reported harassing with-
drawing Chinese troops today
-as Hanoi accused the Chinese
of moving border markers
south into Vietnamese
territory to alter the frontier.
Kyodo, the Japanese news
service, said a Chinese official
'Jai Peking told it the bulk of the
Chinese invasion force has
withdrawn from Vietnam, and
the pullout "will take another
day or so" to complete.
Xinhua ( Hsinhua ), the of-
ficial Chinese news agency,
said the withdrawing forces
were fighting off harassing
attacks by Vietnamese troops.
"Part of the enemy troops
were wiped out and the rest
scuttled, said Xinhua.
Analysts in Bangkok said
the Vietnamese were trailing
the withdrawing Chinese and
attacking them in some areas
along the frontier. But one
diplomat said the Vietnamese
attacks apparently were not
serious enough to warrant
major Chinese coun-
terattacks.
Nhan Dan, the Vietnamese
Communist Party's Hanoi
newspaper, said Vietnam
"with sincerity and humane
policy let the Chinese with-
draw without chasing or at-
tacking them. But the Chinese
not only delayed the with-
drawal but also plundered,
looted, shelled and burned
Vietnamese houses.
"In many areas, Chinese
troops moved ( border
marker posts deep inside
Vietnamese territory with the
aim to change the historical
boundary of the two coun-
tries."
Radio Hanoi said said its
correspondent saw Chinese
troops building emplacements
in the past few days to en-
trench themselves in border
areas.
Hanoi claimed that its
troops killed or wounded 1,100
Chinese and knocked out 104
military vehicles -in fierce
fighting" Monday and
Tuesday in the Lao Cai border
region, at the head of the Red
River valley 155 miles nor-
thwest of Hanoi.
Nhan Dan repeated the
earlier Vietnamese invitation
to China to open negotiations
once all its troops were with-
drawn. The newspaper urged
Peking to prove its sincerity
"right now, by deeds and -not
by words."
The Chinese pushed into
Vietnam on Feb. 17 after a
year of cross-border skir-
mishes and the Vietnamese
invasion of Cambodia, a
Chinese ally. The Vietnamese
claimed the Chinese were
forced by heavy lasses and
foreign condemnation to make
their announcement March 5
that the invaders ,were with-
drawing.
Peking has issued few
reports of the fighting, and
correspondents have not been
allowed onto the battlefield to
see the fighting first hand.
Mortician Cuts Funeral
Costs With $6 Coffins
VANCOUVER, British
Columbia (AP) — Maverick
mortician Ken Timlick, who
says he's been searching 20
years for ways to cut funeral
costs, is offering burials for as
low as $150. Part of his for-
crula is a $6 cardboard coffin.
47: The coffin is made by
7 MacMillan Bloedel Ltd., a
locally-based wood products
company which produces
cardboard boxes for $3 each.
Timlick's wife, Jean, sews
pillows and linings for the
boxes, using a satin-like
fabric, for another $3.
"Those are all my costs for
labor and materials," said
Timlick, 54. "It's clearly a
triumph. It is a $6 coffin."
Since some people might
object to being encased in a
cardboard box, Timlick came
up with a solution. Last year,
he acquired the Canadian
franchise of a Florida com-
pany that markets
catafalques.
A catafalque is a fancy
"bottomless coffin," sort of a
reusable shell which is placed
over the coffins. The bereaved
family buys only the card-
board coffin and rents the
catafalque.
Timlick said the catafalque,
which resembles some of the
more expensive coffins priced
at $1,500 or more, stays in
place through viewings,
processions and services but
is removed after the
ceremony.
The B.C. Funeral Service
Association is unhappy about
Timlick's new system. Brian
Winther, association vice-
president and head of the
ethics committee, said the
catafalque is deceptiaw. -
"It doesn't make sense for a
• person to fool all his friends
into thinking e has spent a
wad on mother," he said. "It's
like renting a limo for the
night and trying to pretend
thkt you own it."
Executive director Brian
Fondrick said the association
maintains that anything that
goes to the cemetery should
stay there.
"I don't know if a cardboard
box reflects an appropriate
degree of success for a life
that has been lived."
Timlick disagrees: "Those
lily-white puritans are afraid
of losing sales of their high
priced units."
In the last four months, he
said, the catafalques have
been used about 100 times in
five funeral parlors, four in
British Columbia and one in
Winnipeg. One Vancouver
funeral director said they
constitute nearly one-third of
his business.
Catafalque renters in
British Columbia have been
able to cut the average $1,000
cost of a funeral by almost
half, Timlick says, and he
maintains he can further
undercut funeral costs. He has
just opened his own funeral
parlor to prove it. Using the
cardboard coffin and the
catafalque, he said, he can




DANVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Columnist William F. Buckley
Jr., Rep. Shirley Chisholm,
anti-ERA spokesman Phyllis
Schlafly and former Rep.
Bella Abzug are among the
speakers scheduled for
"Encounter," a civil rights
symposium April 20-2l at
Centre College.
more than five days through
longer school hours this year,
but they will only be able to
count five of the days.
The requests of eight
districts for more than five
calamity days were not ap-
proved and will be taken up
individually by the board at its
April meeting unless the
districts change their
calendars to get in the 170
days.
The state board also ap-
proved a compromise
agreement that will allow
teachers to count non-college
credit work, including local
professional in-servce work,
toward the requirements for
maintaining their teaching
certificates.
Teachers are required to
obtain a master's degree or its
equivalent within 10 years to
keep their certificate in force,
but there has been con-
siderable debate over what
should be the equivalent of a
college degree.
The original proposal by the
Council on Teacher Education
and Certification last summer




courses offered by colleges
would be equal to one




within the educational com-
munity and the measure was
reworked. The board ap-
proved the alternative
proposal of 20 clock hours
being equal to one semester
hour of traditional college
credit.
The board also approved
new guidelines for programs
for gifted and talented
children aimed at removing
much of the controversy
surrounding last year's initial
funding of the program.
The board agreed to set a
maximum grant of $20,000 to a
school district and require
people from out-of-state to




tendents whose requests were
turned down last year com-
plained that the five people
evaluating the programs were
all from districts competing
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For Fords, Chryslers, BIliCkS, Chevrolets,
Pontiacs, Oldsmobiles, includes newer
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Shop Uncle Jeff's All New Sporting Goods Dept. For All Your Hunting





Reel & Rod, Tackle Box.
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H & R Model
926 .38
Pistol
4 inch barrel, blue
finish, 5 shot double
action, top break open
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Use Uncle Jeff's easy lay-away plan or Uncle Jeff's will finance any item
throughout the store $50.00 or more from 1 month to 36 months to pay,
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To Our Girl Scouts
Little girls do not remain
so for long. They grow up to
become wives and mothers,
citizens, persons engaged in
businesses and professions.
Their formative years are
few and pass quickly.
During those brief years
of childhood and youth, per-
sonalities are formed
through a variety of exper-
iences and pressures which
have a lasting effect
throughout adulthood. And
with negative influences so
prevalent today, the bene-
fits of the scouting program
assume an even greater
importance in the lives of
those it touches than ever
before.
Girl,,,Scouting had its beg-
inning in America with Jul-
iette Low, who founded the
movement in Savannah,
Ga., on March 12, 1912,
having borrowed the idea
from England, where the
scouting program first
began through the efforts of
Sir Robert Baden-Powell.
In the intervening years,
countless hundreds of thou-
sands of young girls have
participated in projects
!elated to homemaking,
arts and crafts, nature,
health and safety, interna-
tional friendship, and num-
erous other fields, all of
which have helped to mold
them into better citizens
and more productive indivi-
duals.
Working ---antt---playing
together, Girl Scouts learn
to develop their talents, to
Kentucky Closeup
co-operate in group pro-
grams, to show initiative, to
enlarge skills, to practice
good citizenship, and to live__
up to their full potential as
persons. Through the build-
ing of self reliance and the
practice of helping others
through community proT
jects, girls are aided in
growing into useful, and
therefore happier, mem-
bers of society.
None of this would be
possible, of course, without
the efforts put forth by
volunteer leaders, some of
whom devote years of ser-
vice to the scouting pro-
gram. They work unstintin-
gly, not for pay, or even for
praise. Rather, their com-
pensation comes in the sat-
isfaction of seeing youth
develop into capable adults,
and assisting them along
those paths which will be
beneficial both to young
girls and to the families and
coin m unities_ _who _will be
affected by their influence
in years to come.
We congratulate Browni-
es, Girl Scouts, and their
leaders everywhere today
as they continue this worth-
while course toward build-
ing better lives and a better
world.
We especially want to say
a Happy Birthday to those
Brownies, Girl Scouts, and
leaders here in the Murray
area who are having special
observances throughout




• By GEORGE W. HACKETT
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — What
*ould happen if a stranger showed up
One day and attempted to build a fence
between good neighbors?
"You'd fight,' said James Friedman,
"and that's why we're involved in a
battle with the Environmental
Protection Agency. At stake are hun-
tireds of jobs and the sale of more than
") million tons of coal a year."
The coal has been going to Ohio but
tie EPA is working on an order that
itrould require the state's utilities to
purchase supplies regionally. "And
regionally, as the EPA wants to define
means in Ohio only," said Friedman.
. The dispute centers around the Clean
Air Act and the chemistry of coal.
Friedman, chief organizer of The
committee To Preserve The
Appalachian Coal Market, explained
'sat most Ohio coal is high sulfur. "It
gives off large amounts of sulfur
.dioxide when burned and is generally
- eonsidered unsuitable unless scrubbers
are used to screen out pollutants."
But, he continued, "coal mined in
;eastern Kentucky and West Virginia is
sulfur in content and clean enough
to comply with the new laws. Coal
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operators in both these states have
joined forces with Ohio's power plants
to keep EPA from shutting them off
from this source of supply."
Lined up on the other side are Ohio's
United Mine Workers, the Ohio Mining
and Reclamation Association and Sen.
Howard Metzenbaum, D-Ohio.
They argue that economic disruption
and unemployment will occur if Ohio's
utilities continue to buy out-of-state
coal to meet air pollution standards.
After Metzenbaum asked EPA to
invoke the so-called "local coal"
amendment to the Clean Air Act, the
agency made a study to see what would
occur if it took no action to protect
Ohio's coal industry.
EPA claimed that more than 5,000
Ohio mining jobs would be eliminated
by 1960: the state would lose $400
million in annual gross product, and
coal production would drop by 33.7
percent.
Friedman, the attorney for
Cleveland utility, disputes these con-
clusions. "The study is riddled with
errors. It was supposed to be released
last October but didn't surface until
December. We weren't allowed to see it
before then but, during the interim,
EPA leaked bits and pieces to the news
media."
He contends that for every ton of coal
protected by any EPA order, two tons
of coal sales will be lost by Kentucky or
West Virginia. "Is it .fair to save one
Ohio coal miner's job by putting two
miners out of work in Kentucky or West
Virginia?"
One Kentucky mine already he filed
suit to nullify the "local coal" amend-
ment and Friedman predicts there wilt
be others.
EPA is expected to make a decision
this month. "If we lose, you will see
other states demanding similar
monopolies."
. He said sUctrproccedinga already are
under way in Illinois and the Virginia
legislature "is considering a bill to
require the burning of only Virginia
coal by utilities there."
a
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It's Hard To Resist The Urge
These Days To Fly A Kite Again
It's all I can do some of these gusty
March days to resist the urge to get a
ball of twine and fly a kite again. I had
such great fun doing that as a boy.
I've watched with interest some of
the kite fliers over our way with their
weird-looking, store-bought plastic
kites. They'll get them up a 100 feet or
so, sail them for a few minutes as they
nervously pitch back and forth across
the sky. Then they'll haul them in, wad
up the -string-and dump the kite in a _
corner somewhere and off they go as
something else catches their fancy.
A kite was a cherished possession —
almost like a friend — and flying one
was somewhat of an art when I was a
boy on West South street in Mayfield.
We used to make our own with a couple •
of sticks, brown wrapping paper and
paste made from some of Mom's flour
and some water. Those didn't cost
anything, and they didn't always fly,
either.
++++++
If you could come up with a dime, you
could buy one of the store-bought kites,
some two-stick, some three. My
favorite was the three-stick — two
sticks crossed like a big "X" with
another across the middle. The most
popular one had a picture of a grinning,
snaggled-tooth boy on it, and it was a
great flier provided the bridle was
properly adjusted.
Twine was the hardest thing to come
by. We couldn't make that, and it cost
precious pennies, go get enough to put
out kites as far as we liked — often
completely out of sight.
Too, our kites always were flown with
tail on them — strips of cloth, generally
from an old sheet or something like
that, knotted together. This kept the
kite steady in the sky, and the trick was
to add just enough tail to keep it in the
air and light enough to climb against
the wind once you held the line taut.
When the wind was strong,
sometimes we would have 30 or 40 feet
of tail strung out behind our kites, and it




Cast thy bread upon the waien: for
thou shalt lied it after many days.
Ecclesiastes 11:1.
We cannot keep unto ourselves and
our trust in God must not be a private




The high school students continually
neglected to place empty soft-drink
bottles into the wooden racks alongside
the vending machines. All pleas and
threats proved futile until someone
posted this sign: "Test Your In-
telligence! Try to Put These Round
Bottles Into the Square Holes."
airborne as all that had to be held up off
the ground as tar kite was pulled into
the wind.
++++++
A favorite past-time with our kites
was to put them up and leave them tied
down to see just how long they would
stay in the air day and night.
We discovered this quite by accident
one day when Robert Griffin, a neigh-
borhood buddy, accidentally let his
string _get away from him and hang,
entangled, in a tall poplar tree beside
the Catholic Church a block away. In
his anxiety to retrieve the fast moving
string, Robert looking up as he ran,
caught a clothesline under his chin, was
flipped up and down on his back and
bad the breath knocked out of him.
Meanwhile, the drifting and falling
kite trailed the loose string across the
open lots then near our home and into
the topmost branches of the tree by the
church where it became snagged. The
kite then straightened up and flew
serenely over northwest Mayfield for
three or four days before a rainstorm
brought it down one night. Every
morning when we would get up, the first
thing we would do would be to look to
see if Robert's kite was still flying.
After that we got to trying to see how
long we could purposely keep one up. I
can't recall who set -the record, but
some of them were up for days.
We played all sorts of boyhood games
with our kites.
We made parachutes of han-
dkerchiefs, hooked a bent pin in theIbp
of them and put them on the kite string.
to send
"messages" up to the kite, at times two
or three thousand feet away. We'd do
this with pieces of fairly stiff paper cut
or torn in a circle and slit so it could be
hooked over the string. Like the
parachutes, the wind wouicl push these
pieces of paper on up the string toward
the kite. The idea here was to see who
could get the greatest number of
"messages" up the string to his kite.
++++++
You got to be a real pro, however,
when you had enough string and could
put your kite completely out of sight. It
wasn't bad letting the string out but to
wind it back in was something else
again.
My father, who could come up with
some sort of contraption to meet just
about any need, rigged us up some
"winders" — rollers with cranks on
them — with which we could retrieve
our most distant kites quickly and
easily.
"Hey! Put a little tail on it and it'll
stop that!" I yelled the other day to a
youngster trying to keep a plunging bat-
like kite up in a stiff wind.
"What do you know about it?" his
annoyed stare back seemed to say. He
had no idea what I was talking about.
The parachute itself then would act like
a sail as the wind would push it along
the string up to about where we wanted
it. Then we would flip it off and it would
come drifting to the ground, often
hanging in trees or landing on









Although elections were rare moments of relief for a people
beset with obtaining the necessities of life, including comfort and
human happiness, the annual pilgrimage to a circus afforded a brief
and shocking escape from the harshness of the tobacco field or the
monotony of whittling in front of the country store, not to mention
the Civil War, the Democrats and the Republicans, and the factions
culminating in the Holland-Keys political affair. Once a year and
seldom more often w Id the circus come to town. Maybe just a
wild-west show 'witl c and a wild animal show. Townspeople
engaged in business ed upon the big show events for the
economic effect it had on the available money supply was self-
evident. The, free parade staged from the big tent, always below
the railroad tracks in Morris Field where the Fitts Block and Ready
Mix concrete plant stands, or to the south in the Ryan field at the site
of the sewage disposal operation. The parade would go up Main
Street to the court square, circle, and return to the show grounds.
The circus yesterday was quite similar to that of today, however the
effects of seeing a female trapeze artist in tights spell-bound the
male population and sent the womenfolks in a tizzy at the Ladies
Aid Society, not to mention drawing a scathing indictment from the
pulpits of fundamentalists the following Sunday morning. The circus
of yesterday was nothing more than rough timber of those seen
weekly on television. The wild west shows had a unique attraction
related to the historic events of the time. But this part of the story
pertains to the latter part of the past century after the coming of the
railroad when Buffalo Bill (William Cody, 1846-1917) arrived with
his troupe of Indians, cowboys, ponies and shooting irons. The
parade was limited to a strung-out line composed of Buffalo Bill
and sour-looking Indians astride mustangs. The show routine was
one of trick riding and fast shooting along with a clown or two
for merriment. Pawnee Bill also headed a wild westerner visitation
never to be forgotten, particularly the one-legged Indian perform-
ing his art aboard a pony. The John R. Robinson Circus was the
favorite of the early circuses, the wild westerns a slow second, and
Sun Brothers Circus tak the third position, according to this con-





The Kidney Screening Program to be
conducted here March 19 by the Murray
Woman's Club is not only the first
project of this kind in Kentucky, but is
also the first in the entire nation, ac-
cording to Jack A. Adams, executive
director of the Kidney Foundation of
Kentucky.
Bennie Purcell, present assistant
basketball coach at Murray State
University, who led Murray State
University to the finals of the NAIA
Basketball Tournament in 1%2, was
inducted into the NAIA Hall of Fame
yesterday.
Mesdames Holmes Dunn, Alfred
Murdock, N. P. Cavitt, Hollie Alder-
dice, J. A. Outland, Lowell Palmer,
Virgie Clark, Max Hurt, Jack Kelley,
and Barletta Wrather of the Calloway
County Homemakers Clubs will attend
the Kentucky Extension Homemakers
Association meeting at Lexington
March 19 and 20.
Births reported include a girl, Tonya
Jane, to Mr. and Mrs. Don Murdock on
March 7.
Ballard beat North Marshall and
Tilghman beat Mayfield in the semi-
finals of the First Regional High School
Basketball Tournament played at
Murray State University Sports Arena.
In the opening games Ballard beat
Hickman County, North Marshall beat
Cuba, Mayfield beat South Marshall,
and Tilghman beat Carlisle County.
20 Years Ago
The Rev. Bill Webb, pastor of the
Locust Grove Baptist Church, will be
the speaker at the revival services to be
held at the church March 72 to 29.
Mrs. 0. B. Boone, Jr., will be the
narrator for the annual style show,
"Colleens On Parade," to be held
March 17 by the Music Department of
the Murray Woman's Club. Mrs. Stub
Wilson is general chairman for the
show.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Tommy Walker, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Purvis, and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs, Joe Carraway.
The North Marshall Jets beat the
Fancy Farm Golden Gophers to
become the champions of the First
Regional High School Basketball
Tournament played at the Murray
State College Sports Arena. The Jets
will play Gallatin County in the first
game of the Kentucky High School
Basketball Tournament at the
Memorial Coliseum, Lexington, on
March 18.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"The Restless Years" starring John
Saxon, Sandra Dee, Teresa Wright, and
James Whitmore.
30 Years Ago
New officers of the Calloway County
Farm Bureau elected at the March 12th
meeting are John T. Lassiter, R. B.
Patterson, and B. H. Dixon. Special
speaker was Max B. Hurt whose sub-
ject was "Voice and Hands of the Farm
Bureau."
Deaths reported include Mrs. Mary
Warren, 54.
All students of Lynn Grove High
School spent the day on March 8
"cleaning house." The girls worked in
the building while 44 boys, directed by
Buron Jeffrey and Hilton Williams,
hauled 42 loads of gravel- for the
driveway through the campus.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Baron Palmer on March 8,
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. I.. K. Pinkley
on March 14.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Harrison will
celebrate their 50th wedding an-
niversary on March 20 with an open
house planned at their home.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norsworthy have
returned home after a two weeks motor
trip to Miami, Fla.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, March 15th, the
74th day of 1979. There are 291 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 44 B.C., Emperor
Julius Caesar was assassinated in the
Senate building in Rome.
On this date:
In 1603, the French navigator and
explorer Samuel de Champlain sailed
for the new world.
In 1767, the seventh American
president. Andrew Jackson, was born
at Waxhaw. South Carolina.
In 1820, Vaine entered the Union as
the 23rd state.
In 1943, during World War II,
Japanese planes carried out a raid in
Australia, hitting the city of Darwin.
In 1975, the Greek shipping magnate
and husband of the former Jacqueline
Kennedy, Aristotle Onassis, died in
Paris at the age of 69.
Ten years ago: Bloody border
fighting between Russian and Chinese
forces broke out.
Five years ago: President Nixon
declared he had no intention of
resigning office.
One year ago: Scientists attributed
loud booms heard on the Atlantic coast
to the supersonic Concorde jetliner.
Today's birthdays: Bandleader
Harry James is 63 years old. Actor
George Brent is 75.
Thought for today: If you do not think
about the future, you cannot have one —
novelist John Galaworthy, 1667-1933
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Group Claims State Exemption Policy
Holds Tremendous Potential For Abuse
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
Members of a citizens en-
vironmental group say the
state's policy of exempting
construction projects from
state strip mine laws holds
tremendous potential for
abuse.
Spokesmen for the Com-
mittee for the Preservation of
the Rockcastle River asked a
legislative committee
Tuesday for a thorough in-




It allows developers to
remove coal without obtaining
a strip-mine permit if the coal




said the policy was
established to distinguish
between bona fide con-
struction projects and those
that claim to be construction
ventures as a coverup for
mining coal.
"If we didn't have this
policy, then every venture
that encounters coal.. .must
get a stripmine permit,"
Mooney told the sub-
committee on surface mining
of the Interim Joint Com-
mittee on Agriculture and
Natural Resources.
The department has
received 82 requests for
exemptions and has granted
41, inv ing the removal of
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requests were denied; 20 more
are pending.
The department issued a
written policy last August but
tightened it in December to
require more detailed in-
formation on each project.
Developers must also put up a
petformance bond to cover
estimated reclamation costs
for the disturbed area.
Landowners who wish to
develop less than two acres for
personal use, such as a
homesite, do not have to
comply with detailed
requirements, but only have to
request an exemption in
writing. The exemption policy
applies only where a project
involves the removal of more
than 250 tons of coal.
Environmentalists took
issue with Mooney's assertion
that the department has in-
stituted more detailed
requirements, saying they
have not been enforced.
David Tachau with the
Appalachian Research and
Defense Fund said he
reviewed the department's
files and found many cases of
noncompliance with new
policy guidelines.
Tachau cited the case of Ann
Robinson of Clay County who
received an exemption in
January for development of a
subdivision. He said that
actually Hardly Able Coal Co.
has contracted with Mrs.
Robinson to mine a nine-acre
area, and that her file contains
little detailed information on
the project besides a plan
showing the area sectioned
into lots.
Roger Blair, director of
(strip-mine) permits, said the
agency is gradually phasing in
its more stringent
requirements, and did not
apply them retroactively to
applications already under
consideration.
Blair said state reclamation
inspectors are regularly in-




policy first came under public
scrutiny last August after
environmentalists alleged
that the Black and White Land
Development Co. was
polluting the Rockcastle River
and harming the land under
an exemption from state the
strip mine law.
Restoration Of Coal Project
Funds Supported By Hubbard
WASHINGTON (AP) -
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, D-Ky.,
has urged a House sub-
committee to push for
restoration of $59 million to
the federal budget for a coal
research project in western
Kentucky.
Hubbard called Wednesday
for restorationof those funds
for a solvent refined coal
demonstration project
proposed for a site near
Newman in Daviess County,
as well as restoration of $48
million for a similar plant
proposed for the Morgantown,
W.Va., area.
The funds were not included
in President Carter's
proposed budget for fiscal
1980, which begins Oct. 1.
Hubbard appeared before





He said development of the
proposed demonstration plant
in western Kentucky would
employ 800 workers, with an
annual payroll of $17 million in
increased annual payroll for
800 workers, according to





that the plant would employ
2,800 workers with an annual
payroll of about $62 million if
expanded to commercial size.
as proposed, by the late 1980s,
he said.
Hubbard said that more
than a 1,200 western Kentucky
coal miners have beell' in-
definiutely laid off because of



















BUT WE CAN MAKE
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HALF
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on and the Business
Office may be
reached on 753-
1 9 16 and 753-1917
NOTICE
City of Murray 1978
tax books will close on
March 30, 1979, in
preparation of
publication of
delinquent tax list and




















March 16th & 17th
featuring
GENE WOODS
Hey. 79 E Parts, TN
GOD IS LOVE I John 4 8
"But seek ye first the
kingdom of God, and His
rightousness; and all these
things shall be added unto
you. Matthew 6 33. 24 hour
phone, answered by God's
servants. NOT A TAPE. 759-
4600. Bible Facts and Free
Store. Hear our broadcast
Sundays at 12 30 on WSJ F.
Join the crowd, choose
your paint and
wallpaper at the Bel-
















S. LOST & FOUND
LOST: APPROXIMATELY 7
month old mixed breed
female dog, mostly white
(salt and pepper body) with
'dark ears and face. Lost in
the vacinity of the New
Providence area. Answers to
the name of Pepper If seen
please call 753-7618 after 5:30
Pm. 
SMALL BLACK cat found in
vacinity of old city park.
Owner may call and identify.







8350 Park Lane, Suite 127,
Dallas, TX 75231.
BREAKFAST COOK needed.
Apply in person between 10





operator, only one opening
exists. Excellent starting
wage and fringe benefit
package. Contact Vanderbilt
Chemical Corp , Pt 2, Box





machine operators. Apply in
person, Calloway
Manufacturing Company.
111 Poplar St., Murray. 
EXPERIENCED
WAITRESS, top salary plus
extra good tips. Kentucky
Lake Lodge Restaurant on








FUND RAISING sales op-
portunity in your area. Call
753-4953.
HELP WANTED. A lead
carpenter, top wages for







Salary based on experience
and knowledge. Send resume
to Jones Landscaping, 407 N
12th St., Murray, KY.
IMMEDIATE OPENING for
medical office nurse. Send
resume P.O. Box 943,
Murray, KY 42071.
NEED SOMEONE to do yard
work, 3 large yards, from
March through October. Call
753-8170, and after 5 call 753-
4707
PART TIME help wanted
Murray Calloway county
Airport. Call 489-2414 for
interview.
ROUTE DELIVERY man,
part time and full time
personnel needed. Inquire in
person at Boone Laundry and
Cleaners, 605 Main
SECRETARIAL POSITION.
Part time, will develope into




sample to: P.O. Box 578,
Murray, KY 42071.
WAITRESS WANTED.
Apply in person, Hungry
Bear, 1409 Main St.
WANTED IMMEDIATELY:
babysitter for 2 children. Id -
months old and 4 year old. In
your home or mine. Call 436-*
2732 after 4pm. 
9. SITUATIONS WANTED
WILL LIVE in your home
and take care of invalid, $85







302 N. 12th St.
or Call 753.3213




trees, around 30 years
old. Call 753-1785 and
after 5 p.m. call 753-
8978.
FOR SALE couch with hide
away bed and matching
chair, $125. Rocker, picnic
table, antique Singer sewing
machine, 2 antique clocks
Call 753 8380 after 4:30.
FOR SALE
30 Inch insulated top-
per for short wheel
base pickup. $150. Call
753-5322 after 4 p.m.
USED MATERIAL, mat
chino 3 piece bathtub set, one
shower base, one remote
hood and cook top GE, one
Tappen hood and cook top
Miscellaneous sinks and unit
hoods, Goffed cabinets and
odd formica tops See at
Roy's Carpenter Shop,










WE HAVE four GE 18 foot
refrigerators in stock. You
can buy these for $8 a week
with WAC. Come by today,
Goodyear, 753 0595. 
14. HOME FURNISH,
ANTIQUE DINING room
suite, I piece, good condition




condition. Call 753 6085 after
_ .
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
FOR SALE. Amana side by
side refrigerator freezer, 5
years old, like new 753-0762.
FIVE REFRIGERATORS,
one deep freeze, 2 ranges,
and 2 dryers 419 2498 or 489
2403.





Nodp I Son, Inc.
Z. St. MR
REFRIGERATOR, LARGE
capacity, good condition. 753-
2266 or 753-4683.
TWO PIECE matching couch
and chair, excellent con
dition. Also 13 inch color tv,
Call 753-8170.
WE HAVE a washer and
dryer with mini basket for
only $7 a week with WAC
Come by today. Goodyear,
753.0595.
It, FARM EQUIP.
4000 BUSHEL LONG grain
bin with 52 foot 6 inch auger
and bin sweep. 7 hp fan. 436
2372.
CAT DOZER. Gas model,
good operating condition
$3500. 436-5628.
D17 AC TRACTOR and
equipment. 753-5577. 
FOR SALE: 1960 model Ford
tractor. Call 753-2913.
12 FOOT ROME bush and
hog disk, ideal for new
ground or roadbuilding
$1200. Call 753-3720.
300 GALLON SPRAY rig,
polyethylene tank with 10
row boom. 753-2433 after 5
pm.
856 INTERNATIONAL with
duals and weights. 706
International with duals. 150
gallon saddle tanks, stainless
steel, with electric controls.
489-2428 or 489-2422.
JOHN DEERE 2 row corn
drill, excellent shape, $400.
Ford hydraulic lift disc,
excellent shape, $275. John
Deere 7 foot drag disc, ex-
cellent shape, $275. John
Deere 6 foot mowing
machine, excellent shape,
$300. 753-2963.
THREE POINT hitch, plow
- - -disk.one-row cenlvaror,--one -
row tobacco'setter, hogs for
:sale and cow and calf. 759-
' 1531.
1973 TRACTOR, IH 1066, dual
wheels with plow, disk
harrow, chisel plow, and
cultipacker. mulcher.
Excellent condition. Call 753-
3720.
22, MUSICAL


















hickory and oak, $17.50 and
up. Cutting near New Con-
cord. 437-4228.
NOW PAYING $3.50 per $1
face for all silver coins dated
up through 1964. More for
large amounts. 1965.69
Kennedy halts, 65 cents each.
For pickup call Cooley in
Paris, (901)642.5118.
SAW DUST for sale.
Shoemaker Lumber Co.,
McKenzie, Tn. (901) 352-5777.
WEDDING GOWN, size 10,
never been used _Will sell
less than half price. 9:00 to
5:00 call 753.8365, after 5 pm
call 753 2587
26. TV-RADIO
IF YOU think breakin' up is
hard, you ain't seen nothin'
till you see this beautiful
Amoire cabinet, Magnavox
color t v. and stereo com-
bination. It can be yours for
balance due or monthly
payments Clayton's, for-
merly J. & B. Music. 753-
7575
WE HAVE eight 19 inch GE
color portables with color
monitor and light sensor for
$6 a week with WAC. Come
by today, Goodyear, 753 0595.
27. MOB. HOME SALES
MOBILE HOME, anchors,
underpinning, roofs sealed,
patio awnings and aluminum
carports. Call Jack Glover,
753 1873 after 6 Pm.
27. MOO. HOME SALES 
1972 GAS MOBILE twill&
completely furnished, air,
underpinning, very nice.
14500. 753 4074 or 753 1177
1972 RICHARDSON•
ARDMORE mobile home, 12
X ,72, 2 bedroom, fully fur-
nished with washer and
dryer $4500. 7594467. 
12' X 50' MOBILE HOME.
437.4401
M. MOB. HOME RENTS
FOR SALE or rent* 10 X 55,
two bedroom mobile home on
private lot, electric heat. See
Ben Nix or call 753-3785 after
5 pm. 
NICE 3 BEDROOM trailer,
5125 per month Phone 436-
5693 after 4 pm. 
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home, 24 X 24 family rOOM








to Murray State University
campus has building for rent.
Equipped with gas heat and
air conditioning. Call 753-3118
after 5 pm.
31. WANT TO RENT
WANT TO rent: land for
large garden or truck patch.
Call 753-5240.
32. APTS. FOR RENT
FOR RENT. furnished
apartment two blocks from
University. $110 per month.
753-4140 or 436-2411.
RECENTLY REMODELED
2 bedroom furnished aeon'
tment, one block from








mediately, electric heat 753-
2736.
THREE ROOM apartment
close to town, 503 Olive
Street, or call 753-1246.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT






- and dryer Married Goodie Or-
family preferred. Call (618)
734-3029.






FOP RENT: 40 acres good
corn ground. Henry moo,
Box 18, New Concord, KY
42076.
37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP.
HAY WITH high nutrient
value. Paducah, 488-3448.
LARGE ROUND bales pf
good hay loaded on your
truck. Call 247.2889
REGISTERED HEREFORD




Shepherd puppies. Call 753.
8832.
SILVER, MINATURE
Poodle puppies, 6 weeks old,
wormed. Also stud service




100111WW, arab 17, 9 to 5, at
Swoon &um WS Main. Hand-
mewed mantles with marble
fireplaces, chandeliers, spiral
staircases, doors with solid
brass fittings, furnances, kit-
chen appliances
Ivorytbing moot go! Stop by
Mors. nod fridoy to Wok.
MOVING , RELIGIOUS
books, food warmer, dishes,
rifle, guitar, tools and much




Poetry Friay III* 641 Art
ties None Pork, To.
This week another
load from St. Louis,







Your career as o professional nurse is about to begin pu,
your nursing ideals into proctice at Murray Calloway County
Hospital.
• 1-wee8 Orientation under supervisioa
• Competitive salary with shift differential
• Excellent benefits continuing oducotion, staff development
• 218 bed general community hospital currently involved in
$4 .2 million •riponsion
Murray Collowoy County Hospital is a progressive regional tor
lily interested in you
WRITE OR CALL COLLECT:
(502) OFFICE - 753-5131 or HOME 753-2495
Genie,' toy* Adores. R.N.
Nufsoltotruttor
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
41. PUBLIC SALES
Clioster's Ladies Ser-
vice e.W fisting for
spring sinctions. Coll
435-4128, Lynn Grove.
Over 33 yews of ex-
perience
i_OMMER(IAL
PROPERTY in prir.ne Main
Street location, well built
brick ; home, could be con
verted to nice off ices or other
business. Purdom & Thur
man Real Estate, 753-44.51.
Pr ALT()AS
South 12th at Se ca enor•
TE.L.EPHOINIF 75316.51
JUST LISTED: High-
way 94 West is this ex-
ceptionally neat, three
bedroom, aluminum
siding house on lot
with 180 feet of high-
way frontage. In ex-
cellent state of repair
.
with too many
i. features to mention.$27,500.00
A1E YOU shrewd? If so,
don't miss this buy...2
btclrooms, 1 bath, main
terance free aluminum
siding, storm doors and
wlndows located on one half
acre . priced in teens. call
73.t492 or 437 44.46 _offered




Then. imagine the pleasure
of country lite quiet,
privacy, beautiful wooded
lot we have several parcels
of land from 3 to 15 acres
starting as iow as 5800 per
acre Buy now and ap-
preciate for years to come!
753 1492.. ofterd by Loretta
Jobs Realtors.
A GOOD place for children,
1707 Keenland, large living
room, eat in kitc-hen, 3
bedroom, bath, central gas
heat. In city school district
Call Purdom & Thurman






With The Friendly Touch.'
RETIREES DELIGH-
T . . . 1 acre only 2
miles from lake with 2
bedroom mobile









Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.
AUCTION
Saturday, March 17, 10 A& rain or
shine at the Mrs. Hazel Utterback home 114
South 10th and Poplar, Murray.
Will sell: Beautiful piano, Gone with the Wind
type lamp, 2 refrigerators, 2 electric ranges, 2
breakfast sets with chairs, bookcase bedroom set,
nearly new couch, living room suits and chairs, 2
desks, 2 lawn mowers, rockers, box of assorted
wrenches, wheelbarrow, and hand and garden tools.
Antiques: Oak hall tree, oak Credenza and
mirror, oak wall telephone tvery nice i, mantle
clock, 4 pc. mahogany bedroom suit, iron bed, kit-
chen cabinet with bins, 3 mirror vanity, wardrobe,
chifferobe, telephone bench, 2 wash kettles, quilts,
old ice box, ironware, figurines, floor lamp, old
mirrors and pictures, carnival water set, ruby red
'pos., compote, 3 butter dishes, milk can, briar hook,
quilt box, dog u-ens, drum table, pots, pans, dishes,
and miscellaneous other pieces.
Eats and drinks, detailed announcements, day of
sale. For information 911:
Auctioneers
Bob W. (Frosty) Miller Terry Shoemaker
492-8594 436-5327
MOBILE RIME AN 1 ACRE
In Brown's Grove, electric wall heat, 2 window
air conditioners, range, refrigerator, included
ONLY $7,500.
Cypress Springs - New and Lovely - Secluded 2
bedroom lake home on tree-studded lot. Electric
heat, carpeting, air conditioner, range,
refrigerator For a carefree summer or a year-







With The Friend!) Tinieti
40 WOODED ACRES
OF COMPLETE
PRIVACY. . . Large
Private Lake, stocked
w/fish. This property
is not far from Hwy.






105 N. 12th St.
BEAUTIFUL LAKEVIEVv
Nice brick veneer home in
Pine Bluff Shores has living
room, bedroom, bath, utility
room and nice porch on main
level. Large bedroom, family
room, kitchen with rangetop
and hood, side by side
refrigerator, dishwasher in
the lower level. Also extras
such as insulated windows,
50 foot t.v. tower and outside
storage. Call to see at $36,500.












Are you looking foi
that special place to
build your dream




like it might be the
place, phone us today.
KOPPERUD REALT-




NEARLY NEW 3 bedroom
brick home with fireplace,
situated on large tree filled
lot One mile north of Hazel
Call Purdom & Thurman,
753-4451 and let us show you
this nice liveable home
Priced in mid 30's. 
43. REAL ESTATE
- 43. REAL ESTATE
NICELY WO9DED five acre
homesites located on
blacktop road near lake Any
of mese attractively priced
properties can be bought
with a low down payment
and the balance financed
over an extended period.
John C Neubauer, Realtor,





home in wooded set-
ting. Approximately
2700 square feet of
living space in this im-
pressive home with
walk-out basement.
Central heat and air, 2
fireplaces with
heatalators, extra 2
car garage with boat
shed and workshop.
Large screened back
porch and quality con-
struction throughout.
Priced in the VA's.
Phone the friendly
folks at KOPPERUD
REALTY, for all the
details.
REDUCED! AND you can




lot...priced in the 30's Call
today for an ap-
pointment 753-1492 or 753
2249 offered by Loretta
Jobs Realtors MLS No T
602.
OPEN NUKE






peted house with 2
complete first floor ap-
ts. plus 2 ueistairs BRs.
Has separate en-
trances, separate
meters and is heated
by 2 large gas floor












This 4 bedroom, 2I-2
bath home has not
been featured in Bet-
ter Homes and Gar-
dens YET, but it could
be. The exterior is
cypress and brick, the
interior is beautifully
decorated and in-
cludes a large bay win-
dow in living room,
fireplace in den,
cooking island in kit-
chen, pegged har-
dwood floors and two
heat pump systems for
your year-round
economical comfort.
All of these and many
other special features
are located on ap-
proximately 9',2 acres




43. REAL  ESTATE
istirawort Cselagel 1 OE
bows w 625 bead ideal hot
awls plwoolog retirement.
Int Sas genies toot to emir
blue yeeerables. Al.. hes




With The Friewile Touch'
GATESBORO RESID-
ENTIAL LOT . . . 120'
wide 200' deep on
Gatesborough Circle.
City water and sewers.
Priced Right To Sell
$4,950. Call Boyd-




105 N. 12th St.
44. LOTS FOR SALE
 Alh
LOT FOR sale. 82 X 300 feet,
Town and Country View
subdivision, I. mile from
Highway 94 on Lynn Grove
Browns Grove Road. $1500.
Call Mayfield, 247-3784 or 247
0255.
AUCTION SALE
Sat., March 11th 10 A. N.
wHithsr Penults
At tbs Abort L West Farm VA miles dos saidli of
Lys. Grove, Ky.
Will sell: furniture, appliances, some antiques,
farm equipment, 30" electric stove, refrigerator,
small appliances, odd chairs, tables, dishes,
cooking utensils, extra nice round oak table, cast
iron and stone items. Lots of goodies. 1970 Ford
pickup, 6 cyl. straight shift - nice, extra nice 1966 135
Massey Ferguson tractor - low hours, 1 plow, disc,
cultivator, 501 Ford mower, blade, pond slip, boom
pole and other pieces, 4 rolls of 39" new wire, grain
auger, good rubber tired wagon, 12 inch wheat drill,
25 bails Timothy hay, like new Choir Boy milking
equipment, 30 gel. bulk tank, lots of team tools, shop




435-41211 Iwo Grew, Ky.
44. LOTS FOR SALE
BY OWNER : $S acres one
mile of Paris city limits,
black top frontage_ Also 3
acres same area 1 901-352
2122.
46. HOMES FOR SALE
NEW THREE bedroom
duplex with economical heat
pump systems Built in
modern appliances, outside
'storage for each unit. Large
private backyard. Close to
college and shopping cen-
ters. Good monthly income.
Call 753-7947.
46. HOMES FOR SALE
HOUSE AND 41/2 wooded
acres, 6 miles east of
Murray. 523,000. Call 1502/
639-6421 collect, after 5:30
SIX ROOM brick house. Sant
and 5 acres land, stable,
corn crib and fall out shelter,
deep well. Must sell due to
health. Call 436-5560
THREE BEDROOM brick
with utility room and garage,
larg lot 3 miles west of Lynn
Grove. Call after 7 pm, 345-
2545.
46. HOMES FOR SALE 
THREE BEDROOM, 2 bath,
brick vanier, carpet and
utility room, located in New
Providence area on ISO X 140
lot Call 753-3231 or 753-$11111.
THREE BEDROOM, 2 bath
house on Concord highway
3.4 miles from city limits.
Sunken living room, dining
room, and kitchen with all
built in large utility room, 2
car garage with brick out
building, large patio, extra
large lot with tower antenna
with concrete drive Call 435




Now is a good time to buy a building. There's more time for reviewing
needs and planning carefully so you can be sure your budding is exactly wha
t you
want to meet your requirernents It s a good time. 1.00, to take advantage o
f off-
season savings. as well as protect yourself against higher . 
alongprices7e_t_o_.c7me
during the busy season 
Get extra cash for immediate needs. Depending on tbri,Cuilding you
buy we II send you a cash rebate of 5200.00 to $2,00000 or more, as soon 
as its
completed No strings no minimum or maximum purchase required Handy extra
cash for many things-a winter vacation helping with year-end bills, w some
thing
else you ye got in mind
CALL TODAY
CASK REBATE BEGINS FEB. 2i, ENDS MARCH 31, 1171
Fleudble constauctioe scheduling
AS builings ordered under Cash Rebate offer
suOpect to erection at onvensence at Wickes
Buedirigs. wan construction under sae
by May i, 1,79 or sooner.
W' Wickes Buildings
0..../1 ei T MC big C
0 Promo% kedl , edicr, ii ...2". ; (11120:2111-1121147  Net
Cadiz. Kansuoky 1111211122411114
Ask the man Ni the Red Car to come out Mari tell you bow weds low 
cash rebate MN be.
BOYD-MAJORS REAL ESTATE
Fine opportunity to go into business for yourself.
Ideal Country Setting, grocery store, including
stock & fixtures. Begin your new venture today
for ONLY $29,960.
Ernueseiturn!
Exciting, colorful artistic interior designed and
skillfully constructed by master craftsman. This
charming new on the market home on Doran
Road features 3 BR, one could be a study, 2
baths, great-room w/firephice, 2-car attached
garage. Custom drapes & all appliances stay
with house. Central heat '&4 piri You Must See
This Fine Home
A New Home - priced in Mid-Thirties! It is
vacant-ready to welcome you! 3 BR., Pox baths,
new G.E. appliances on 2 acre lot makes this
home worth your careful consideration.
TNE PLACE YOU'VE WAITED FOR...
Close in on Bailey Rd., this 5 bedroom, 3 bath
B.V. Bi-level home on 16 acres has central elec-
tric heat di air, 2 fireplaces, spacious kitchen
w/dishwasher, range, compactor. Over 3,300 sq.
ft. living area, double carport. Newly decorated
& carpeted. Trees galore, but there are 10 ten-
dable acres. See This Fine New listing Today.
And what a nice place to be when one wants to be
alone! Set on 12 tendable acres, this quality
home offers 3 BR, great room with lovely
fireplace formal dining, central heat & air.
Large outside storage building. ALL THIS FOR
ONLY $49,900.
Situated on 29 acres, this new Colonial home is
breathtaking! So many luxuries - 11 rooms, 3
baths. 2 central electric heat pumps, central
electric air conditioning, formal living room,
dining room, full basement. So much quality you
must see to appreciate - tastefully decorated to
the last details.
N TN NMI IT???
It's Opportunity Knocking! Excellent 3 bedrm.
brick with attached garage. Big Bedmis. &
closets, knotty pine kitchen & dinette. New car-
peting & drapes. Lot 125'x225'. Near Murray on
0783 just off 94W Immediate Occupancy. Out-
standing Buy at $37,500. Don't Let This One Slip
By.
MIER SAYS SEW! HOW
Country lovers, here's your chance to move into
this 3 bedroom, B.V. situated on 4 acres West of
Kirksey. Built in 1971, this lovely home has
great-room w/fireplace, draperies, range,
refrigerator all included. Drive in garage in



















BER, 65,000 miles, good gas
mileage, good condition, new
tires Call 489 2743 after 4.30.
1968 MUSTANG, GOOD
condition, 3 speed straight
Shift, MO. 247 3781 or 247-
0255.
1975 MONTE CARLO Lan-
dau with factory air, tape,
and stereo, velure interior.
We will let you have this car
for what we owe, 13100. 759-
1846.
1974 MUSTANG 3 DOOR, air,
automatic, AM-FM tape,
$1900. Call 753 0818 or 753
2414
1976 OLDS DELTA 88
Royale, 4 door, all power,
air, AM FM stereo,
tapedeck, grey with rneriXin
vinyl roof, 45,000 miles,
$3595. 753,1499 after 5 pm. 
1978 PHEONI X PONTIAC, 2
door hardtop, AM-FM radio,
air and power. Call 435-4424. 
SHARP 1969 CAMARO,
rebuilt engine, redone in-
terior, new paint job. 759-1167
and ask for Donald.
1977 THUNDERBIRD, one
owner, 12,000 miles. Call 753-
2923 after 5 pm. 
1973 BUICK REGAL, white
with blud interior, low
mileage, sharp. Call 435-4128
after 5 PM.
1976 CHEVROLET PICKUP
truck, power steering and





brakes, air, AM FM radio,
$3500. Call 435,4588.
1976 CJ 5- RENEGADE,
power steering, V8, 3 speed,
lock in hubs Levi top and
interior, big tires and wheels,
27,000 miles. Call 489-2431
after 5 pm.
1970 CHEVROLET PICKUP,
VS, straight shift. Call 436.
2400 after 4 pm 
1973 CHEVROLET
CHEYENNE pickup,
automatic and power, $1195.
Call 489.2595.
1971 CHEVROLET 341 TON
pickup truck with grain bed
and dual wheels, good
condition. 753-5577.






1972 DATSUN 1200 COUPE
Excellent condition 30 plus
mpg. S1500. During day call
753 1916 and ask for Lisa
After 5 00 call 753 6331.
1976 4 DOOR, OLDS 98,
luxury sedan, metallic paint
finish, mileage 11,500. 753.
1558.
FOR SALE: 1973 Chevy
wagon, low mileage, 4 new
tires, very good condition.
$1875 or make offer. 753-8333
1976 GRAND PRIX, power
steering, Power brakes, AM
FM, power door locks and
power windows. New set
Michelin radials. Call 753-
5037 after 5:30 pm.
1972 LINCOLN MARK IV, all
power, excellent condition.
759-1718.
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LIME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
FOUR BEDROOM, 21 2 bath,
modern home, $225 per
month. Call 75.3-8333




molded, kick and qp, $1200
firm. Call 436•5637
1975 HONDA CB 360T with
wind fairing, excellent
condition, 7,000 miles, great
gas mileage, 1750 Call 75.1,-
4908 before 1:30 pm
1976 HONDA 750, automatic,
$1200. Call 753-7365, after 5
PM
1970 YAMAHA 500 for sale,
less than 1,000 miles. Call
between 3:00 and 1 -00 PM,
437-4846,
49. USED CARS
1973 BUICK SPORT, har-
dtop, AM-FM 8 track tape,
vinyl top, good condition,
also 1970 Ford pickup truck
.n good condition. 436-2555. 
1975 CHRYSLER NEW
Yorker, loaded with extras,
low mileage, excellent
condition. Call 753-6660 or
nights 753-6121.
1969 CHEVY CAPRICE,
good condition, new tires,
$275. Phone 436-2459.
CLEAN 1975 PINTO, AM-FM
tape stereo, tspeed straight
shift, 25 miles per gallon.
$1450, does not use oil. Call
437-4155.
Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 14. Also barn style, of-
fices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U.
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
x 60. Buy the best for less.
CYPRESS SPRINGS RESTAURANT
Overlooking Beautiful Ky. Lake




Listing With A New Home From Kopperud Realty
" I'VE COME TO 'THE CONCLUSION
THE REASON HE CAN'T READ
BECAUSE HE DOESN'T WANT TO."
1971 CHEVROLET PICKUP,
V8, standard transmission.
Call 753-2266 or 759-4683 
1973 CHEVROLET C65 two
ton grain, heavy axle,
overhauled in 1978. $8000
Call 7533720.
1975 CHEVVROLET
STE PS IDE short bed pickup,
6 cylinder, automatic, power
and air, like new, one owner
29,000 miles, 53550. 489-2595.
1977 FORD PICKUP, brown,
AM radio, cruise, topper on
back. Notify Randy Roberts,
753-8825 from 8 AM to 5 PM
1976 FORD F150, RANGER,
V8, automatic, power
steering, power brakes,
minor body damage, $2750.
753-8780.
FOR SALE: 1974 Ford
pickup. Call 753.4549.
1962 GMC PICKUP, 701 S 4th
Street Call 753-0839 or 753,
5287. 
1973 GMC SPIRIT, $3200
Call 753 7365 after 5 pm.
1959 WILLIS JEEP, $1200.
Call 753 5267 after 5 pm.
51. CAMPERS
FREE! NEW ANE
auttrmatfc• awning on- - aft -
Starcraft travel trailers and
5th Wheels Sold through
March 31st. -White's Camper
Sales located 4 miles east of
Murray on Highway 94. 753
)605
GET READY for Spring, see
the many new and used
recreational vehicles.
Arrowhead Camper Sales,
Highway 80 east, Mayfield,
Kentucky. 247-8187.
FOR SALE Cobra fifth
wheel camper. 753-5933. 
PACE ARROW, motor home,
78 foot, 1978, 3,000 miles,
perfect condition, call 753-
7853.
1976 SCOTTY 15 FOOT
camper, fully self-contained,
air, bath, refrigerator, t. v.
antenna, like new. 753-1769
after 4 pm.
52. BOATS & MOTORS
BASS BOAT 1975 141 2 foot
Imperial fiberglass with 85
Johnson motor with power
trim, fully equipped. Call
after 3 pm, 753-1315 
1977 CHRYSLER
SAILBOAT, 22 foot with 3
sails, galley, and head. Also
a 1977 Chrysler Sailer six
outboard motor. Phone after
5 PM, 1-247-7966.
FOR SALE: 16 foot
aluminum boat, 70,hp motor,
trailer. 436•5686.
FOR SALE. 14 foot V bottom
Mirrorcraft boat and trailer.
No motor. $250 Call 474-2776.
1978 JET BOAT, silver,
black, and red, metal plate,
454 Chevy, chrome headers,
dual chrome wheels on
trailer, like new, extra
sharp. Call 435 4428 after 5
- - - •
MUST SELL! 397817 foot fish
and ski boat with 85 hp
Johnson motor, 12 24 motor
guide, depth finder and other
extras. Will make good deal.
Also 1977 Dodge Adventurer
150, 4X4, bought March 1978,
excellent condition, many
extras. Call 759 1940 after 5
PM.
RANGER BASS boat for
sale. 150 hp Mercury, ail
accessories. Call 759 1867.
NORNBUCKLEBARBERSNOP
>0. 51.110dt r
NEW OFFICE HOURS Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PRICE HAIR CUT $1.50 PIM WAVE 51.25
For hospital & bees. cods please ea 753-3165 sae day le ad-
1962 OWENS CRUISER, 411















BYARS BROTHERS & Son
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and rooting. Call 1-
395-4967 or 1 362-4895.
BOB'S HOME improvement
service. Carpentry, painting,
cement work, free estimates.
Robert Rodirguez, 753-4501.
BAC K HOE WORK, septic
tanks, gravel and dirt
hauling. 753-5808 or 753-5706.
CARPET CLEANING, at
reasonable rates. Prompt
and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care 489,2774.
CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete jobs. Call 436-




or dry cleaning. Call Lee's
Carpet Cleaning, 753-5827. 
CARPENTERS
AVAILABLE to do
remodeling, etc. Call for
estimates, 753-6122 or 492-
8465 after 4 pm. 
COMPLETE ASPHALT
maintenance paving, pat.
-chino, also seal coating. Call
753 7148 or 753-9043. Located
at Murray Speedway, High-
way 641 N of Murray.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for






753-2310 for free estimates.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do




call Ernest White, 753-0605.
MITCHELL BLACKTOP-
PING, driveways and small
iobs a speciality, also pat-
ching and seal coating 753-
1537
NEED TREES cut? Landolt
Tree Service. Call George
Landolt, 753-8170.
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
now all oak- S25-rick. Call
John Bover at 753-8536.
ROOFING, EXCELLENT
references, call 753-1486
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask for Shelia.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaran-
teed.. Call or write Morgan
Construction Co., R,oute 2,
Box 409 A, Paducah, KY




repaired. 24 hour service,







INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.




patching, also seal coating
Phone 436 2573
INSULATE AGAINST the
high cost of fuel bills! Blown
attic urea fromalehyde Free
estimates, no obligation
Kentucky-Tennessee
Insulation, Rt.7, Box 251
Murray, KY, 42071, (502)435
4527.
WILL DO alterations on men'
and ladies clothing Call
2629.
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning, regain.,
and remodeling arountd the;
home 753 2211.  ••
SC FREE COLUMN 
FREE, COLL I E Shepherid,
mated. 1 year old, has 
had 
shots, good with children 
759 4141
ANY OLD lawn mowers or
garden tillers that you want •
heulded off, please call 753- .
TOBACCO
54e 2u5R, aLftEery3 pm 
poundage around 1,000 lb%
wanted to lease.. 435 4.425.
Location: From Canton, Ky. travel Highway 164 East 11/2
miles. See Signs.
138 ACRE FARM-5 ROOM NOME
Selling In 2 Tracts
FARM EQUIPMENT & FURNITURE
ThACT 01: Comiats of 113 Acres more or less; Wooded Area. Home has living Room, 2 Bedrooms, Kit-
chen, Bath and Enclosed Back Porch; Electric and Propane Gas Heat: Basement; Concrete Front For-
th, Stable and Tool Shed.
TRACT 02: Consiets of 25 Acres more or less with approximately 20 Acres tillable; located across the
Highway from Tract el.
NOTE, The above tracts are well located, only a short distance from Devil's Elbow and Barkley Lake.
Tract 01 with it is established Frame Home would be ideal for old or young.. Tract 02 is primarily open land
with productive soil and long highway frontage. Make your arrangements to attend when you the buyer
determines the price. Farms will sell separate, owner reserves the right to group Mr Guier 13 retiring
and moving to Hopkinsville
2-Piece Living Room Suite - Occasional Chair - Wooden Bed sun) - 2 Dressers - Upright Piano--
Refrigerator - 40" Electric Stove • Breakfast Set with Chairs - Iron Bed & Rails - Wringer Washing
Machine - Dryer - Metal Cabinet -TV (console type) - 19000 BTU Air Conditioner - End Tables - Lamps -
Picture Frames- Miscellaneous Kitchen and Household Items.
TRACTOR & HIMIINADIT
ZOO Ford Tractor- IBTM Plow - Bush Hog - Disc, 3 HP' J.D. 2-Row Planter - Tractor Strayer with Booms,
321?- Grain Auger - J.D. 13 Hole Brain Drill - A.D. NM Combine - Wagon - Lawn blotter - Rinall Items not
TERMS: 10% Day of Sale, Balance with Deed. Deed ready within 30 days. If interested in Financing con-
tact Selling Agents. Personal Property Cash or Check with proper I.D.
OWNER: Mr. JOHN GUIER
Selling Agents:
BAKER REALTORS - 886-655
Harold Cox, Broker Tommy Anderson
265-2719 886-9042
To this beautiful Colonial home and 2 acres that
has more special features than you can imagine.
All rooms are spacious, with 4 bedrooms, 31/2
baths, living room, family room, kitchen and a
large 19x27 game room. Other features include 2
heating and cooling systems, fireplace, central
vacuum system, automatic garage door opener,
and two redwood decks. All of these will add to
your total indoor enjoyment and your warm
weather relaxation.
Choice new listing for the choosy house hunter
wanting some elbow room. Lovely 3 bedroom
brick home with electric heat pump and R-34
rated insulation in ceiling. Attractive living
room with fireplace, dining room, kitchen and
1/2 baths. Home is situated on 5.75 acres with
large barn and pond, also above ground swim-
ming pool. All this at a price sure to please-in the
W's.
GET READY FOR SPRING
This 3 bedroom, 11/2 bath home will appeal to
folks of all ages. Maintenance free house with
thermopane windows and central electric
heating and cooling systems. Tastefully
decorated in neutral colors. Call today to see this
choice listing. Priced in the low $40's.
Friendly little home on one acre lot located five
minutes from Murray. Enjoy the benefits of
quiet country living and still be close to town.
Priced at $21,000.
LIGHT UP YOUR LIFE
With this choice listing located where city and
county meet. Beautiful Colonial Salt Box four
bedroom home that offers a feeling of
spaciousness and freedom to its lucky owner.
Phone us today for 111 the details. Priced in up-
per $70's.
"PLEASINGLY PLUSH"
Custom-built home with loads of extras on quiet
street, convenient to shopping areas. All ap-
pliances stay with home, and 8' i 10' wired
storage building with concrete Roor insures
abundant storage. Yard light, panelled doors and
automatic garage door opener are extra
features. No wasted space and no shortcuts in
workmanship and design in this convenient,
step-saving home.
New listing handsomely set on a street of lovely
homes. Four bedrooms, 2 baths, living room with
fireplace, dining room, kitchen, and utility room,
plus an extra kitchen on id floor. A spacious
older home where quality abounds. Also a 2 car
garage with 2 bedroom apartment above. Priced
way below replacement cost at only 859,500.
WHY PAY RENT?
When you can own your own cozy country
bungalow only minutes from Murray. This home
has been completely renovated and is ready for
immediate occupancy. Priced at 821,000.






Words cannot describe the beauty of this
luxurious 4 bedroom home with 3-car attached
garage. This home features the upmost in
luxurious, convenient family living and near per-
fection in quality, comfort and design. Phone us
today for an appointment to view this exclusive
listing.
MOVE BEFORE YOU LOSE
Into this neatly decorated 3 bedroom, 2 bath
home that is less than a year old. Such extras as
top quality wall to wall carpeting, thermopane
windows and central heat and air for only
$38,900. Make your move today and be the proud
owner of this fine home.
George Gallagher - 753-8129 Bill Kopperud - 753-1222
Bill Rayburn - 7594900 Don Bailey - 759-4577
Geri Andersen - 753-7932 Harry Patterson -0753-5553
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Peace Treaty To Cost U.S. About $5 Billion
By BROOKS JACKSON
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP ) — President
Carter estimates an Egyptian-Israeli
treaty will cost American taxpayers
about $5 billion. Key members of
Congress say that's a small price to pay
for peace.
Both Republicans and Democrats
said Wednesday they foresee little
trouble in approving new military and
economic aid requests associated with
the treaty.
Carter, who planned to begin a long
weekend at Camp David today, briefed
about 50 members of the Senate and
House on his peace mission Wednesday
at the White House. -- • --
Afterward. Senate Minority' Leader
Howard Baker, R-Tenn., said, "We are
talking about something in the range of
four to five billion dollars" in U.S. aid
over the next three or four years.
Carter was deliberately vague in his
estimates to the legislators, stressing
that costs could go up if, for example,
otl-rich Saudi Arabia withdraws its
military aid to Egypt to punish it for
signing a treaty with Israel.
Military aid under the treaty is now
estimated to cost the United States
about $4 billion, divided about equally
between Israel and Egypt. There would
be an additional $1 billion in economic
aid to bolster Egypt's relatively back-
of the aid package until 1981 and 1982.
Baker and others said the United
States made neither a commitment to a
defense treaty with Israel nor a com-
mitment to use U.S. forces to guarantee
that the two nations abide by the treaty.
The Israeli Cabinet approved key
sections of the treaty Wednesday and
will meet Sunday to vote on the pact as
a whole. It must still win approval from
the Israeli Parliament, the Knesset, but
Israeli political analysts said that was a
foregone 'conclusion.
There were indications the treaty
ward economy. could be signed as early as next week.
"I think it's worth it," Baker said. "I Although refusing to discuss cost
think if this is a fair estimate of cost it's figures, Sen. Jacob K. Javits, R-N.Y.,
—a good buy." --said the additional aid requests stand
One participant in the briefing, who "an excellent chance of being approved
requested anonymity, said Congress by Congress."
would not be asked to approve the bulk House Majority Leader James
Wright, D-Texas, said Carter's figures
given "were very imprecise," but
added that, "within the range that he
discussed, for peace on earth, we
shouldn't hesitate a minute."
Rep. Stephen Solarz, 1)-N.Y., who put
the cost at about $4 billion, said, "This
is a relatively small price to pay for
peace.' '
Pentagon sources said most of the
proposed military aid to Israel would be
spent to build two air bases inside
Israel to replace Sinai bases being
given to Egypt under the treaty.
Military aid to Egypt presumably
would go to refurbish its forces with
U.S. equipment to replace aging Soviet
gear left over from before President
Anwar Sadat booted thousands of
Russian military advisers.
Automakers Say Schedule Could Trigger Disaster
By LEE BYRD
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Major
automakers say the government's
schedule for boosting car mileage could
trigger an economic disaster for the
industry and consumers while saving
little or no gasoline.
Industry spokesmen told the House
Commerce subcommittee on energy
Wednesday that they can meet the
overall goal of producing cars that
average 27.5 miles per gallon by 1985.
But they quarreled heatedly with the
Transportation Department's step-by-
step schedule to meet the target.
The department administers a 1975
statute which established a decade-long
of doubling auto mileage from the
-OH average of less than 14 mpg. The
automakers are on schedule so far,
having boosted that figure to about 19
mpg.
But the industry is upset that the
department's recently-established
schedule for the 1981-85 model years
were "front-loaded- — meaning the
biggest increases are required early.
The program calls for averages of 22
mpg in 1981, 24 mpg in 1982, 26 mpg in
1983, 27 mpg in 1984 and 27.5 in 1985.
"The American automobile industry
will invest nearly $80 billion in new
plants, tools, equipment and
technology" to meet the front-loaded
schedule, said S.L. Terry, Chrysler vice
president for public affairs.
Terry and other industry spokesmen
said the standards should increase by a
steady 1.5 mpg annually.
Sen. Donald W. Riegle. D-Mich.,
testified that the fuel standards as now
written would add $590 to the price of a
car by 1985.
Changing them to the annual 1.5 mpg
increase would trim that figure by
around $150 per car for a savings of $1.3
billion to customers, "even after ad-
justing for the cost of extra gasoline."
Riegle said.
Terry said a Chase Manhattan Bank
study showed that front-loaded stan-
Deaths and Funerals
Funeral Is Today James G. Call Dies
At Palestine For -Hereuesday With
Grover Packett Rites Held Today
The funeral for Grover
Puckett is being held today at
2 p.m. at the Palestine United
Methodist Church, where he
was a member, with the Rev.
Paul Bogard and the Rev. Fil
Boston officiating. The
Warren Quartet is providing
the song service.
Serving as pallbearers are
Rex Jones, Clay Jones, I. W.
Barnett, James Johnson,
Howard Johnson, Palmer
Jones, Thomas C,athey, and
Dathal Morgan. Burial will
follow in the church cemetery
with the arrangements by the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home.
Mr. Puckett, ;e, Dexter
Route 1, died Tuesday at 7:20
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. His wife,
Mrs. Carrie Ellen Richardson
Puckett, died March 14, 1973.
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. Frank
Parrish, and two grandsons,
Joe Rudolph and Bob Parrish,









brother of Eugene Youngblood
of Murray, died Tuesday at
the Volunteer General
Hospital, Martin, Tenn.
He was 63 years of age and
the minister of the Gardner
Church of Christ, Martin.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Lucille Youngblood; two
daughters, Mrs. Doris June
Stafford, Rogersville, Mo.,
and Mrs. Janet R. Bowen,
Fayetteville, Ark.; father,
Elmore L. Youngblood,
Martin, Term.; one sister,
Mrs. Robbie Cox, Royal Oak,
Mich.; one brother, Eugene
Youngblood, Murray.
The funeral will be held
Friday at 1:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Murphy Funeral
Home, Martin, Tenn. Burial
will follow in the Coldwater
Cemetery in Calloway County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
James G. Call, retired of-
ficial of Salant <IL Salant,
Paris, Tenn., died Tuesday at
10:45 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was 61 years of age and his
death followed a long illness.
The deceased retired in May
1978 after 42 years with Salant
& Salant. A leading rose en-
thusiast, he was past
president of the Paris-Henry
County Rose Society and a
member of the National Rose
Society. A member of the
Trinity United Methodist
Church, Paris, Tenn., he was
born Oct. 15, 1917, in Henry
County, Tenn., being the son of
Omer Kimbel Call, who
survives, and the late Homer
Call.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Velma Glisson Call, to
whom he was married on Jan.
19, 1946; one daughter, Mrs.
Malinda Osborne, mother,
Mrs. Omer Kimbel Call, and
one sister, Mrs. Harold
(Captolia ) Pillow, all of Paris,
Tenn.; one brother, Robert
Lee Call, Columbia, Term.;
two grandchildren, Mrs. Dana
Hogan, Nashville, Tenn., and
David Dean, Paris, Tenn.
The funeral is being held
today at 2 p.m. at the LeDon
Chapel of the Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris, Tenn.
Burial will follow in the
Hillcrest Cemetery there.
Debate Team Here
The New Zealand National
Debate Team now touring the
United States will be in
Murray Monday, March 19,
and will participate with two
Murray State Debators in a
Public Debate.
The topic will be "Resolved:
That this House prefers
pornography to censorship."
The debate will be held at
7:30 p.m. in the Nursing
Building Auditorium.
The New Zealand team will
take the affirmative stand
against two of Murray State's
debaters, Russell Walker and
Will Aubrey.
Any person who might haw
an interest in the sexual at-
titudes of the society is en-
couraged to participate and
express their opinion, a
spokesman said.
dards would raise the nation's unem-
ployment by 1 per cent by 1984, and
could -negatively affect our balance of
trade by $5 billion" by forcing the in-
dustry to rely more on import sales.
"For that heavy cost, Chase
estimates that the country will reduce
its annual oil usage at most by three-
tenths of 1 per cent," Terry said.
However, Clarence Ditlow, director
of the Center for Auto Safety, a con-
sumer group founded by Ralph Nader,
said, "Front loading is particularly
important because of the projected fuel
shortages for 1980 and 1981."
Mideast••• Continued From Page One)
lines to which Israeli troops will fall
back as they pull out of the Sinai.
Weizman told reporters before
leaving Tel Aviv that the meeting
between Israeli and Egyptian military
personnel would be the first test of
peaceful relations, showing "how we
contact each other and prevent
mishaps."
Meanwhile, Palestinians fearing
their chances for statehood will be
eclipsed by the treaty demonstrated in
Halhoul and five other towns in the
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Court of Appeals Clerk
Martha Layne Collins filed
today as a Democratic can-
didate for lieutenant gover-
nor, declaring the office ought
to be strengthened.
The 43-year-old Versailles
woman also said that her
campaign is making steady
progress.
"I am not using gimmicks,"
she said without elaboration.
Four rivals also seek
nomination in the May 29
primary.
According to local cam-
paing coordinators Bob
Nanney and Betty Bennett,
Mrs. Collins will attend a
reception at the Holiday Inn in
Murray at 7 p.m. Friday.
+ +
Bob Bersky of Sturgis an-
nounced today he is a
Republican candidate for
lieutenant governor.
"I feel that I have a better!
chance of winning my
primary than I did in 1974
against Shirley Palmer-Ball of
Jefferson County," he said in
a statement. "I have more
TATTOO TABOO —
Loraine Nicotera, a U.S.
Marine Corps recruit shows
a star-shaped tattoo on her
left wrist. Miss Nicotera of
Valley Stream, Long Island,
N.Y., was taking basic
training when the tattoo was
noticed and she was or-
dered discharged. The Corps
changed their policy in
regarding tattoos on women
to allow her to remain a
Marine. She turned the op-
tion down.
occupied West Bank. Israel Radio said
Israeli troops opened fire in Halhoul,
killing a 21-year-old Palestinian named
Nasri Amani, a 17-year-old schoolgirl
named Rabaah Shalateh and wounding
one other Palestinian.
The Israeli army had no immediate
comment.
It was the second day of demon-
strations against the peace treaty in the
West Bank. Palestinians closed their
businesses in Rarnallah on Wednesday,
stoned Israeli cars and shut down
 schools and blocked roads in three
other towns. Hundreds of Arabs
shouted anti-Israeli slogans as they
milled around Jerusalem's Temple
Mount. a holy site for both Jews and
exposure than before and have
acquired more knowledge and
experience in previous
campaigns and seminars in
Washington."
Bersky, 41, also ran un-
successfully for congress in
1974 and 1976 in the 1st
District.
+++
U. S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard,
a candidate for governor in
the May primary, will bring
his campaign to McCracken
and Marshall counties on
Monday, Marcy 19. He is
expected to discuss his
campaign with voters in
various parts of both counties
and has slated news con-
ferences at Paducah's City
Hall at 3:30 p.m. and at
Kentucky Dam Holiday Inn at
5:30 p.m.
Hubbard plans to attend the
annual Kentucky Western




Prices of stock of local interest at
noon, EDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger & T'imes by First of Michigan,
Corp. of Murray, are as follows,
Industrial Average +4.42
Air Products 27 +%
American Motor' 7% +%
Ashland Cill 41% +1%
American Telephone 61% +%
Bonanza 4l1B 4%A
Chrysler 
Ford Motor SI% +14
G.A F  11 +%


















Federal-State Market News Service
March 15,1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 292 Est. 350 Barrows &
Gilts steady .25 lower SOW, $1 00-2.50
lower mostly on weights over 450 lbs
US 1-2 200-230 lbs 149 00-49 50
US 2200-240 Ibis $4575.43 25
US 2-3 240-250 Ito 14775-4579
US 2-4 260-290 lbe 946 75.4775
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbe 142 00-43 00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.  141 00-42 00
US 1-3 450-500 lbe $42.00-43 03
US 1-3 500450 lbs  .00-44 50
.09-4100




More than 400 Future Farmers of
America from 17 West Kentucky
chapters are expected to participate in
the annual Region I Federation Day
contests Tuesday, March 20, at Murray
State University.
Competitions dealing with 10
categories of chapter activities will
begin immediately following a 10 a.m.
opening assembly in Lovett Auditorium
at which time the group will be
welcomed to the campus by Murray
State President Constantine W. Curris.
Also extending welcomes will be: Dr.
Gary Boggess, dean of the College of
Environmental Sciences; Dr. James T.
Thompson, chairman of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture at the university;
State FFA President Rodney Cude; and
Robert L. Kelly, director of
agribusiness education in the Kentucky
Department of Education in Frankfort.
Competitions will include public
speaking, conducting chapter meetings
and creed contests and impromptu
speaking contests in the subject areas
of beef, swine, dairy and ornamental
arid production horticulture. A music
contest also is scheduled.
Included this year for the first time in
the regional contests will be com-
petitions in extemporaneous speaking,
according to Dr. Eldon Heathcott, who
along with Dr. Lloyd P. Jacks, is a
campus coordinator of the event. Both
are members of the Murray State
agriculture faculty.
With exception of the music contests,
which will be held in Lovett
Auditorium, all the competitions will be
held in the agriculture offices of the
Applied Science and Technology
Building with final contests beginning
at 2:30 p.m.
Chapters expected to be represented
include: Sedalia, Carlisle County, Lone
Oak, Lowes, Marshall County, North
Marshall Junior High, Heath and
Fancy Farm.
Also Fulton County, Reidland,
Calloway County, Hickman County,
-South Marshall Junior High, Far-
mington, Wingo, Symsonia and Ballard
Memorial.
Bill Adams, a member of the Lone
Oak chapter, is president of the
regional federation, while Barry
Leonard of Lowes is the vice-president.
Tim Johnson, Farmington, is the
secretary, and Ricky Cunningham,
Calloway County, is the treasurer.
Moslems, and troops fired into the air to
disperse the crowd Wednesday.
The protests erupted after Israel's
Cabinet approved the last two com-
promises proposed by President Carter
for the treaty draft. This along with
support voice previously by leaders of
the opposition Labor Party assured the
treaty's approval next week by the
Kriesset, the Israeli Parliament.
Radio Israel said the Cabinet also
told Weirman to discuss U.S. financial
aid and political commitments to
Israel.
President Anwar Sadat is to submit
the treaty to the Egyptian Parliament
also, but Saciat's acceptance of it in-
sures parliamentary endorsement.
U.S. congressional leaders briefed by
Carter said the pact will cost American
taxpayers $4 billion to $5 billion in
additional aid to Israel and Egypt. But
Rep. Stephen Solarz, 1)-N.Y., said there
was no U.S. commitment to enter a
defense treaty with Israel or use
American troops to guarantee that the
two nations live up to the peace pact.
A Carter administration official who
asked not to be identified also said the
peace treaty apparently places no
significant new burdens on U.S. energy
supplies. Oil was one of two key





GE FREEZER LIVING FOR
THE BUDGET MINDED
14.8 cu.ft. UP-RIGHT FREEZER
OR
15.3 cu.ft. CHEST FREEZER
CHEST MODEL
• Sliding basket for storage
convenience
• Up-front defrost drain








• 3 cabinet shelves • Interior light
• Slide-out storage basket • "Power -On' ign,jlight
• Boll-in lock with self -effecting key • Adiustable temperature control
• Adiustabee temperature control
• Burt -1(1 lock wrth self -
electing key





FROM 5TO 25 CU.FT.
MURRAY APPLIANCE
Lasi MAIN S1
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
"Appliances Are Our Only Business!"
HOWARD COY and JOHN SIMMONS OWNERS PHONE 753 15A6
Highway 641
South, Murray DINA! • A 111)1972 (level-life, 1.-dotir. one .owner. &rovers. neM tar trailliii-hCrenahlai Mir. I 05,617 wine& Good. dependabhi transportation. 119719111111P' OUT Telephone753-2617
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